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Hardware is just
half the story.

Oak software is the rest.
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-If you're ready to invest in addressability, be sure you're
buying an operational system and not just interconnecting
hardware. Without proven, practical software, you could
find yourself in need of staff computer programmers and
months of debugging time. That's aproblem you shouldn't
have to address.
Addressable Oak TotalControl" is atrue turn-key system, including modular software that can be structured
to your own special needs. It lets you maximize the profit
potential of addressability, through more revenue building
services and the efficiencies of better record keeping.

Your staff will be able to install, authorize and modify
decoder services, while recording the transactions automatically. Up to five decoders per subscriber and up to
50 special events per decoder can be controlled.
TotalControl is still the industry's only commercially
proven addressable system, now 'serving almost 200,000
subscribers. Our software package is one factor that has
earned Oak this nationwide acceptance.
To receive afree brochure on Oak Software, call our
locator operator toll-free at 800-323-6556 (in Illinois,
800-942-6345) and ask for the CATV information desk.
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AM CABLE TV INDUSTRIES. INC.
P.O. Box 505, Quakertown, PA 18951

TOLL FREE (800) 523-6742 IN PA Call Collect (215) 536-1354 ,
Visit us at Booth #620 at the Western Show.
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RMS ELECTRONICS. INC. CATV DIVISION
50 ANTIN PLACE. BRONX. N.Y. 10462
See us at the Western Show at Booth 8650.
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"Our Sony BYE-5000 editing system is unbelievably reliable," says Randy Cohen, vice president and editor for Broadway Video.
"Amazing that Sony could come up with astate-ofthe-art computerized system on its first try!' Cohen
continues. "And because it's specifically designed for
one-inch, it lets me do more with my equipment than
other editors!'
Broadway Video is both aproduction and postproduction facility in New York City Its recent credits

include "The Best of Saturday Night Live:' major political campaigns, promos for the cable network
Showtime, and avariety of industrial shows.
"The BYE-5000 worked right out of the box and
has been performing flawlessly ever since. With no
problems of any kind. Unlike some other systems,
whose manufacturers wait for customer complaints to
get the bugs out, instead of thoroughly testing their
equipment before it's sold.
'With its simplified keyboard, the BYE-5000 is

lIlIAN EMTORS MAY HAVE
MIT NOT= Sliff
55

la Randy Cohen. Broadway Video
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easier to use, too. It has saved me 25% to 50% of the
time other systems require. And since you don't have to
be mechanically oriented to use it, the editors can be
artists rather than technicians.
"Other advantages include variable search. Dual
audio. Vertical interval time code. And the ability to
interface with awide variety of switchers.
"I'll be buying more Sony equipment in the future.
Because there are enough reasons for indigestion in
this business without machines that hiccup and burp!'

Sony makes afull line of 1" and 3
4 "broadcast
/
equipment, including cameras, recorders, editors and
digital time base correctors.
For more information, write Sony Broadcast,
9West 57th Street, New York, New York 10019. Or
call us in New York/New Jersey at (201) 368-5085; in
Chicago at (312) 792-3600: s
0 N
in Los Angeles at (213)
537-4300; or in Atlanta at
Broadcast
(404) 451-7671.
Sony us aregistered trademark of Sony Corp

.
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Up for Grabs
Although primarily intended for use in broadcast areas, the
FCC has proposed the use of lotteries if there is more than
one applicant for any initial license or construction permit
involving the use of the electromagnetic spectrum. The intent
of the new procedure is to grant more permits to groups or
organizations that are "underrepresented in the ownership of
telecommunications facilities." The lottery, or "random
•
selection system", could greatly reduce many commission
costs, according to several FCC spokesmen. It would
streamline the process and "minimize the attempts to delay"
that often occur when several applicants wrestle over one
license. Authority to use such a process was granted by
Congress August 31, when President Reagan signed the
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1981, which included
the lottery provision. During debate on the act, Senator Barry
Goldwater (R-AZ) said the random selection process would
be used primarily "for the grant of broadcast licenses."
However, the actual authority is broader than that, giving the
commission the ability "to allocate common carrier
frequencies...in limited Instances."

"Sold for $14.4 Million!"
While the FCC is considering lotteries as a means of
allocating the electromagnetic spectrum's scarce resources,
RCA Americom no doubt is celebrating over the results of its
allocation method for satellite transponders. Last month RCA
Americom put leases for seven transponders on Satcom IV up
for grabs. In a 45 minute auction, RCA received $90.1 million
in commitments. Fifty-three hopefuls participated in the
auction, driving prices for leases up as high as $14.4 million.
That price was paid by Transponder Leasing Company
(representing Satellite Systems Corporation) for transponder 2.
The big surprise of the day was a winning bid from a
Chattanooga, Tennessee man affiliated with Faith
Broadcasting. The man, Billy H. Batts, bid $14.1 million for
transponder 3, beating out RCTV. Later on, RCTV won its
place in the sky with a $13.5 million bid for transponder 11.
Quick to respond, Home Box Office grabbed transponder 15
for $12.5 million. Not to be outdone, Showtime put up a fight
for transponder 16, only to be shot down by Inner City
Broadcasting which took the transponder for $10.7 million.
Warner Amex Satellite Entertainment Company lost in its first
effort to gain a transponder (transponder 2) but prevailed with
a $13.7 million bid for transponder 4. UTV Cable Network
finally got its piece of heaven with a $11.2 million bid for
transponder 23. Only one thing remains before RCA
Americom can take its money to the bank. The FCC must
decide that the auction process is valid.

Announcement Expected
Not all the excitement at the Western Show will come from
the programming side of the industry. Jerrold plans to make
an announcement of some significance introducing an
upgraded version of its Starline trunk amplifier series. The
company will announce at the show that the Starline 400
series has been upgraded to 450 MHz. The state-of-the-art
amplifier will feature modular construction along with one- and
two-way capability. The triple beat of the new amplifier will be
8/December 1981
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-80 dB for the trunk, and -56 dB for the bridger. The full gain
has not been changed from the 400 series and will remain 24
dB for the trunk and 44 dB for the bridger, while the gain
control range has been changed to 8.0 dB for the trunk and
9.0 dB for the bridger. The noise figure for the new amplifier is
7.0 dB.

Tightening the Rules
A final ruling on the signal leakage issue could come from
the FCC later this month. The Cable Bureau has put the
finishing touches on its report and the document needs the
stamp of approval from the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory
Committee before it can be placed on the commission
agenda. According to a spokesman at the Cable Bureau, an
"interval of assignment offset requirement" could be the final
word. Two of the main opponents in the signal leakage debate
are the Federal Aviation Administration and the NCTA. The
FAA has called for the cable industry to offset channels in the
108-136 MI-'z and 225-400 MHz bands. On the other hand,
the NCTA claims that cable use of these frequencies offers
no threat to air traffic and contends that offsets are both
unreasonable and unnecessary. The spokesman offered
another indication of what to expect: "We're obviously going
to be keenly aware of what the FAA considers necessary to
protect its frequencies remembering that they are not even
the ones that the commission has allocation power over [they
are intergovernmental assignments]."

Under the Wire
Several weeks ago, the FCC accepted eight applications
for direct broadcast satellite systems while rejecting five
others. Recently, the commission sent letters to the losers,
giving some valuable hints for companies that might wish to
enter the scramble for DBS slots in the future. The FCC's
biggest complaint was that the firms submitted their
applications just to beat the July 16 filing deadline. In so
doing, their proposals for DBS systems were less than
sufficient. In most letters, the commission used such phrases
as "not substantially complete" or "unacceptable for filing" to
describe the applications. But the most crushing statement
was saved for both Unitel Corporation and Satellite
Development Trust, Inc. In explaining the deficiencies of their
attempts to get in on the DBS rush, the commission wrote,
"The application was also unsigned."

Correction
The October CED Product Profile on Test Equipment
contained incorrect information on the model SA 440
spectrum analyzer from Comsonics, Inc. The correct
specifications for the analyzer are as follows: Range: 500
kHz to 440 MHz; Amplitude Measurement, -60 to +90
dBmV; Resolution, 1.0 MHz to 1.0 kHz, four positions;
Flatness, ±1.0 dB; Special Features: LED digital frequency
display, 72 dB dynamic range, storage mainframe, phase
lock, built-in calibrator; Availability: immediate; Single Unit
Cost: $6,695 including storage mainframe, $4,500 without
mainframe. CEO regrets this error.

Jerrold Starlinée 450.
The only amplifier with
field-proven reliability for
today's advanced systems.

It's the 450 MHz amplifier
designed especially for cable
systems which plan to offer new
two-way services. Home security.
Pay-per-view. Shop-at-home.
Electronic funds transfer. Others.
Every station can be fitted with
redundant amplifiers and power
supplies, plus status monitoring
and feeder disconnect. They'll
minimize service interruptions,
help pinpoint problems, and let
you schedule repairs during
regular hours.

Starline 450's modular design
gives you unsurpassed flexibility
in asingle housing. You can install it as a basic one-way system,
atwo-way subsplit or adual cable
system with the "B" cable midsplit. You can easily upgrade with
plug-in modules later. For dualcable, Super Trunk applications, it
can amplify over 66 channels in
each of two directions or over 132
in one direction.
The Starline 450 design has
already been proven in thousands

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

of miles of sophisticated cable
networks. No other advancedfeature amplifier can make that
claim.
Starline 450...It's the
smartest buy today.

For information, call 215-6744800. Or write, Manager, Marketing Communications, General
Instrument Corporation, Jerrold
Division, 2200 Byberry Road,
Hatboro, PA 19040

cGeneral Instrument Corporation, 1981
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design
mapping
construction
Er tools (j
Jackson does it all
JACKSON ENTERPRISES offers the "State of the
Art" in our Technical Services Department. Strand
Maps,

Make-Ready

Surveys,

As-Builts,

and

Computer-Aided Design are afew of the many varied
services we can provide the CATV industry. Call or
write for more information.
Our construction personnel continue to Pioneer the
techniques and tools required for new and rebuilt
construction. The Jackson Tool System will help
you reach the highest levels of quality and safe
construction. Call or write for more information.

1/4.-001
Jackson Enterprises
Post Office Box 6, Jackson Lane, Clayton, Ohio 45315 (513)836-2641
See us at the Western Show at Booths#1117 and #1119.

Seminars
December
2-4: The California Cable Television Association's annual
convention, the Western Show, will be held at the Anaheim
Convention Center in Anaheim, California. Contact the association, (415) 881-0211.
4-5: The National Federation of Local Cable Programmers'
1981 Southeast regional conference will be held at the
Everglades Hotel in Miami. Contact T. Willard Fair, (305) 3583237.
4-6: The 1981 fall meeting of the Midwest region of the National
Federation of Local Cable Programmers will be held at the
Howard Johnson Motor Lodge in Milwaukee. Contact Gary
Ballsieper, (414) 272-5600.
7-8: A "Tele/Conferencing Technologies' seminar co-sponsored by Colorado Video and Cross Communications
Company will be held at the Hilton Harvest House in Boulder,
Colorado. Contact Tom Cross, (303) 499-8888.
7-8: Two seminars on the satellite industry—"Satellite
Technology for the Nontechnical Manager" and "Programs and
Marketing Opportunities"—sponsored by Satellite News and
PSF Seminars will be held at The Vista International in New York
City. Contact Satellite News, (301) 986-0666.
7-12: A Community Antenna Television Associationsponsored technical training seminar on system distribution,
problems, failures, tests and measurements will be held at the
Hotel Georgian Terrace, Atlanta, Georgia. Contact the CATA
Engineering Office, (305) 562-7847.
8-9: An "Advanced Strategies" briefing by the Yankee Group
will be held in Palo Alto, California. Contact Majorie Sugarman,
(617) 542-0100.
9: "Telecommunications Vulnerability: Problems and Solutions"
is the topic of a conference/seminar on security in satellite data
transmissions in business applications sponsored by the
International Association of Satellite Users at One World
Trade Center, New York City. Contact IASU, (703) 442-8781.
9-10: An Electronic Mall Conference on enhanced services
sponsored by Arlen Communications and Online Conferences Ltd. will be held at the St. Regis Hotel in New York City.
Contact Gary Arlen, (301) 229-0909.
10-11: "Satellite Communications" is the topic of a seminar
sponsored by TeleStrategies, Inc., at the Hyatt Regency
O'Hare, Chicago, Illinois. Contact TeleStrategies, (703) 7347050.
16: A meeting of the Atlanta Cable Club will be held at the
Atlanta Stadium Club in Atlanta. Contact Cathy Kuhn, (404) 2315358.
17: A meeting of the New York Chapter of Women In Cable will
be held at the Doral Inn in New York City. Contact Linda
Broadsky, (212) 486-0012.

January
11-15: The fourth annual Communications Networks 1982
exposition will be held at the Atlanta, Georgia, World Congress
Center. Contact Bill Leitch, (617) 879-0700
13: The New England Cable Television Association winter
conference will be held at the Sheraton Tara Hotel in Nashua,
New Hampshire. Contact Gary Cain, (603) 224-3373.
15-16: The Rocky Mountain Chapter of Women In Cable will be
holding atwo-day seminar on "Management Skills" with analysis

for women at the Rodeway Inn in Littleton, Colorado. Contact Pat
Cramer, (303) 779-5999.
25: A panel discussion entitled "Where are we now'?" sponsored
by the Rocky Mountain Chapter of Women In Cable will be held
at a location to be determined. Contact Pat Cramer, (303) 7795999
28-30: The first national conference and exposition for lowpower television, LPTV '82, will be held at the Sheraton
Washington (D.C.) Hotel. Contact Conference Management
Corporation, (203) 852-0500.

February
7-10: The annual convention of the National Religious Broadcasters will be held at the Sheraton Washington Hotel in
Washington, D.C. Contact the NRB, (201) 575-4000.
9-10: A seminar sponsored by the Cabletelevision Advertising
Bureau will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in New York City.
Contact Saralee Hyman, (212) 751-7770.
9-10: The Arizona Cable Television Association's annual
convention will be held at the Phoenix Hilton Hotel. Contact the
ACTA, (602) 257-9338.
14-15: The Idaho Cable Television Association's annual
convention will be held at the Red Lion Rivershore in Boise.
Contact Randy Merrell, (208) 785-5705.
17-19: The 22nd annual Texas Show sponsored by the Texas
Cable TV Association will be held at the San Antonio
Convention Center. Contact Bill Arnold, (512) 345-8888.
23-25: The Cable News Network will be conducting an affiliate
production seminar at the Atlanta Hilton. Contact Jayne
Greenburg. (404) 898-8500.
23-25: NEPCON West '82 will be held at the Anaheim
(California) Convention Center. Contact Cahners Exposition
Group, (312) 263-4866.

March
3-5: The annual convention of the Arkansas Cable Television
Association will be held at the Arlington Hotel in Hot Springs.
Contact the association, (501) 661-7676.
7-9: The annual convention of the Ohio Cable Television
Association will be held at the Hyatt Regency in Columbus.
Contact the OCTA, (614) 461-4014.
11-16: The National Association of Television Program
Executives' 19th annual conference will be held at the Las Vegas
Hilton in Las Vegas, Nevada. Contact NATPE, (717) 626-4424.
16-18: Information Gatekeepers Inc., is sponsoring COMSEC '82, the international communications security conference
and exposition, at Boston's Hyatt Regency Cambridge. Contact
Michael O'Bryant, (617) 739-2022.
29-31: The 1982 Information Utilities conference, sponsored by
Online, Inc., will beheld at the Rye Town Hilton Hotel and
Conference Center in Rye, New York. Contact Jean-Paul Emard
or Jeff Pemberton, (203) 227-8466.

April
4-7: The 60th annual convention of the National Association of
Broadcasters will be held at the Dallas Convention Center,
Dallas, Texas. Contact the NAB, (202) 293-3500.
December 1981/11
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Editorial

A Conspiracy of Words
Every profession in any society has its
jargon, the language of initiate, exclusive
communication. It's the means by which
people quickly identify with the other
people who have and share the same
expertise. At the same time, when that
jargon is used in the presence of the
layman, it identifies the speaker as
someone apart, somehow different,
having a professional knowledge the
layman doesn't possess. It excludes the
layman and at the same time establishes
acommunity between the people who are
the only ones with the expertise.
This is true of auto mechanics, heart
surgeons, witch doctors, lawyers and
street-corner hoods. It's also true of cable
television engineers and technicians.
But the language of cable techs is not
just a cold and arbitrary exclusionary
medium. The jargon of cable techs
reflects the work that they do and the form
in which they think about what they do. It's
a study in itself.
You can almost say that the words and
phrases themselves imply a system
mentality or the thinking of the thing being
expressed in aphysical perception. Take
for example the word "drop." Most often
the word encompasses all the equipment
from the tap to the subscriber's set. The

cable at the drop site actually "drops"
down from the feeder. And then there's
the word "feeder." It's the cable that
supplies the signal to the drop, where it is
consumed by the user.
Another expression like this is to "pull
cable." When coaxial cable is installed
either overhead on the aerial strand or run
through conduits underground, it is pulled.
Overhead it is pulled from atrailer across
the span between poles and underground
it is fed into the conduit and pulled through
the other side.
A true "turn-key" construction of a
cable system involves system design,
strand or underground mapping, makeready surveys, complete supply of equipment and labor, testing and proof-of performance and the turn-on. In other
words, the entire job is done, the gate is
closed and locked, and the key is handed
over.
These are some example of the jargon
of cable engineers and technicians, the
language of their profession. But who
does it exclude? George Bernard Shaw,
the Victorian wordsmith, once said, "All
professions by definition are conspiracies
against the laity." Could one group that
the conspiracy of words used by engineers
and technicians in cable exclude be
management?

Power off?
keep going...
with
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standby power
VER 10000 UNITS
OPERATING AND FIELD
PROVEN COAST TO COAST
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New Franchise or Rebuild?
ALPHA offers you
unsurpassed reliability
along with these features:
• Automatic battery cycling.
• Extended battery life due to temperature
compensated float and equalize charging.
• Less than 1cycle transfer time.
• Inverter crystal controlled and line
synchronized. 20-30 second time delay
before synchronized retransfer to utility.
• Epoxy coated aluminum enclosure for
maximum durability.
• All batteries on top to keep vapours and
corrosive emissions away from electronics.
And for state-of-the-art systems
these options:
APM (Automatic Performance Monitor).
Performs selftesting and monitoring
functions. Saves costly maintenance time.
For even better operating economy, talk
to us about the new Micro Processor
Status Monitoring and Control.

r-

ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES

ri

ÊTri
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1305 Fraser St., D-6
I Bellingham,
WA 98226
(206) 671-7703

Scottsdale,

Monterey,

7033 Antrim Ave.
Burnaby, B.C.

Arizona
(602) 948-4484

California
(408) 646-0727

V5J 4M5
(604) 430-1476

See us at the Western Show at Booth #1534.

Communication News
Receiving Two Satellites
With One Earth Station
NEW YORK—In what could amount to a
major breakthrough on the earth station
front, Hughes Communications claims it
has developed a technique for modifying
earth stations that would allow simultaneous reception of programming from two
satellites. For one-quarter to one-third the
cost of building a second earth station,
cable operators will now be able to alter
their present antennas through the use of
adouble-beam feed system to receive all
48 transponders on any two adjacent
satellites.
Clay Whitehead, president of Hughes
Communications, says "this new technique addresses the practical needs of
cable operators by providing a costeffective way to maximize their access to
program services."
The technology, which has never
before been used on small earth stations,
was demonstrated ten years ago by
Hughes Aircraft Company. At that time,
Hughes equipped a 35-foot antenna to
receive signals from satellites three
degrees apart. The implementation was
not of significant commercial use, however, since most earth station operators
use antennae 4.5 to seven meters in
diameter. But according to Hughes
engineers, any parabolic antennae greater than 4.5 meters in diameter can by
modified to include the dual-beam feed
system.
The modification involves the replacement of single antenna feeds with adualbeam feed system. Signals are received
from each satellite along two separate
beams. They are then reflected off the
parabolic surface of the antenna up to the
dual-feed system. The dual-began feed
system is suspended from an adjustable
support structure. This enables TVRO
(television receive-only earth station)
operators to direct their existing antenna
to two adjacent satellites in the geostationary arc and to adjust for variable
geodesic location.
Hughes Communications officials
indicate that the modification technique
will be especially significant in 1983,
when two particularly strong cable TV
programming satellites, Hughes Galaxy I
and RCA's Satcom III-R, will be in adjacent slots at 135 degrees west and 131
degrees west, respectively.
For Galaxy I, Hughes has lined up five
programmers for 16 of the 18 transponders available for purchase: Time Inc. (six
transponders), Westinghoue/GWSC
(four), Times Mirror, Turner Broadcasting
and Viacom (all with two each). Two more
14/December 1981

transponders remain to be sold. The
remaining six slots on the 24-transponder
bird (due to launch in early 1983) are
planned for occasional use.
The modification technique is the
product of a joint effort by the Ground
Systems Group in Fullerton, California,
and Microwave Communications Products in Torrance, California, both of
Hughes Aircraft Company. It is being
introduced, however, by Hughes Communications, Inc., a wholly-owned subsidiary of Hughes Aircraft Company.

Zenith's Addressable System
Goes into Action
EDEN PRAIRIE, MINNESOTA—The first
cable system utilizing Zenith's Z-Tac
addressable converter system went into
operation here last month. Rogers Cablesystems has invested $21 million in Z-Tac
equipment for its 54-channel interactive
system here on the outskirts of Minneapolis.
Rogers is also planning to use Z-Tac in
its Portland, Oregon, system, which is
scheduled for a fall 1982 launch, and in a
system in California. To date, the Canadian MS0 has ordered 150,000 units from
Zenith.
The Zenith system uses a scrambling
system based on SSAVI technology
(synchronization suppression and active
video inversion). The video portion of the
signal is inverted to scramble the lumanance and color, and sync pulse suppression is used to scramble the picture on
television sets that are not equipped with
adecoder. Cable operators can randomly
combine the two modes to develop a
dynamic, highly agitated scrambled
television signal.
The Z-Tac is capable of controlling 20
different program categories at a time.
The Z-Tac contains four channel banks,
and each channel bank has five program
categories. The operator can assign
channels and programs at the encoder at
the headend.
Each decoder is assigned a unique
address consisting of a market code and
a subscriber number. The code, stored in
the Z-Tac decoder's semiconductor
memory, prevents adecoder from operating if it is moved to an unauthorized
location.

NCTA Seeks Use of ENG
On Microwave Bands
WASHINGTON, D.C.—The National
Cable Television Association is urging the
Federal Communications Commission to
allow cable operators to use the new

microwave spectrum that it may open for
television broadcasters. To restrict cable
to one band would give broadcasters an
"unfair advantage," the NCTA states.
Prompted by complaints that the three
existing bands are overcrowded, the FCC
is considering permitting broadcasters to
use two additional bands-38.6 GHz -40
GHz and 6425 MHz-6525 MHz—to beam
electronic news gathering (ENG) and
other remote feeds from the field to the
station. The NCTA has requested that
cable operators have the same access as
broadcasters to the 38.6 GHz -40 GHz
band.
Cable is a "viable competitor" of
broadcasters in ENG and remote television and, therefore, should be able to use
the additional bands, according to the
NCTA. Warner Amex's OUBE system in
Columbus, Ohio, for example, operates
three mobile ENG vans which it uses to
produce 12 hours a week of spot news
and interviews.
The need for ENG bands will continue
to increase as the cable industry continues to expand the scope of its services,
said the NCTA. Also, cable systems
outnumber broadcast stations by afactor
of four (4,360 cable systems as compared
with 1,020 broadcast stations). The
number will continue to rise, according to
the NCTA.

Satellites
Compact Video Tests
High-Definition TV
BURBANK, CALIFORNIA—A high-definition television satellite transmission test
has been successfully completed in
California. The first phase of testing by
Compact Video, Inc., of Burbank, California, resulted in the transmission of its
signal to Comstar D2 and reception at
Compact's headquarters here. The signal
received reportedly had the same highdefinition qualities, according to company
officials.

Radiation Systems Plans
Torus Antenna Production
WASHINGTON, D.C.—Radiation Systems, Inc., intends to begin its first
production run of the Torus antenna this
month. Michael Steinman, vice president
of RSI, anticipated that the first units will
be available sometime in February.
RSI will be manufacturing the Torus
under an exclusive license from Comsat,
which developed the specialized antenna. The Torus is the antenna that is

ar
A equipment finds
the problems other
rmtek CATV test

instruments miss.
When your subscribers are
in an uproar or you are doing
FCC proofs, nothing is more
important than accurate testing. That's why 21 out of the
25 largest CATV systems use
Avantek test equipment to pin
down hard-to-find problems
and make critical measurements with unequalled
accuracy.
ew! A 400 MHz
automatic sweep
N
system and a rugged

he top CATV systems rely on
Avantek test equipment.
So can you.

system that lets you continuously monitor the performance
of up to 54 channels without
program interference. You can
test your system in prime time
if necessary because the CR/
CT 4000 sweeps from 5-400
MHz in 25 milliseconds at a
level 30 to 35 dB below video.
Our new CT202 Return Link
Transmitter measures gain
and flatness of the common
5-25 MHz return link. It weighs
less than three pounds, including rechargeable battery and
built-in charger, and has been
designed for years of rugged
use.

rantek precision
and ruggedness
A
throughout your system.

Ask for complete
In details on Avantek
CATV test equipment.

Avantek fills your need for accurate testing throughout your
system with signal level meters, remote sweep systems,
TDR cable analyzers and return link transmitters. Avantek
has also created the AR-1000
satellite TVRO receiver which
utilizes our unique combined
LNA and downconverter. This
block downconversion technique saves you space and
money while improving your
system's picture quality.

If you would like additional information about any Avantek
precision test instrument,
or other Avantek products,
please write Avantek, Inc.,
481 Cottonwood Drive,
Milpitas, CA 95035. Or call
(408) 496-6710, Ext. 24.

return link tester.
We've just added the CR/CT
4000, anew automatic sweep

CR-4000/CR-2000
Cable Receiver:
Detects and displays test signal
with no time lag between adjustment
&display. Coverage from 5to 400
MHz. Spectrum
analysis mode.

CT-202 Return Link
Transmitter: New
variable comb generator teams with
CR-2000 or CR -4000
to test 5-35 MHz
system return link.

CT-4000/CT-2000
Cable Transmitter:
For continuous,
unattended transmission. Coverage
from 5to 400 MHz.

SL-400/SL-300
Seal Level Meter:
Measures —40 to
+60 dBmV. True nocompromise sync
peak detectors. 20
dB log meter scale.
Coverage from 4.5
to 400 MHz.

CA-100A TOR Cable
Analyzer: For lowcost TOR measurements. Identifies
nature and severity
of problem with
1% accuracy up
to 4000 feet.

c
,
Inc.
19131 Avant ek

Avantek

is atrademark ofAvantek, Inc
.

It Hard to
Be Humble...
when you're
as great a.
the VSM-51
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Our VSM-5B spectrum analyzer has a
personality all its own. It's been dedicated to pure performance since its inception. The VSM-5B takes pride in its
reputation of portable ruggedness, 4 to
450 MHz frequency range and 9years of
proven reliability.
Because the VSM-5B is equipped with
phase lock and excellent resolution, the
operator may observe cross-modulation,
co-channel interference and all inter modulation distortions with accuracy that
meets FCC proof-of-performance requirements. The VSM-5B can detect
beats as far as 72dB below the carrier 15
KHz away. Optional digital storage provides a flicker free display even for high
resolution, low sweep rate measurements.
If you're dedicated to maintaining top
performance in your CATV system, why
not bring a Texscan VSM-5B on board.
There's one waiting for you today. Call
one of the representatives or stocking
distributors listed below.

Tencan
REPRESENTATIVES:

DISTRIBUTORS:

WESTERN (916) 533-1235

ANIXTER PRUZAN
Main Ott. (312) 677-2600
AL (907) 274-8525
CA (800) 854-0443
CO (800) 525-7391
GA (800) 241-5790
IL (800) 942-1110
outside IL (800)323-6645
MO (800) 325-8058
NJ (800) 631-9603
TX (800) 231-5006
WA (800) 426-4821

MOUNTAIN (505)281-2311
SOUTHWEST (214)867-1049
(915) 381-3401
MIDWEST (612) 334-2241
(317) 852-3593
SOUTHEAST (813)962-2752
(901) 362-3272
NORTHEAST (201)821-7422
(814)355-0937

See us at the Western Show at Booth #370.

CABLE SERVICES CO. INC
1429 W. Southern Avenue
S. Williamsport, PA 17701
Main Off. (717) 323-8518
PA (800) 332-8545
outside PA (800) 233-8452
GRAYBAR
2045 N. Cornell Avenue
Melrose Park, IL 60160
(312) 345-2620
J.C. McCORMIC INC.
P.
O.Box 219
Wildwood, FL 32785
(904) 748-2051

NORTH SUPPLY CO .
10951 Lakeview Avenue
Lenexa, KS 66219
(913) 888-9800
(800) 255-6458
We have 11 distribution
centers with over 900,000 sq.
ft. of space located
throughout the U.S. Call toll
tree today
PRIESTER SUPPLY CO .
PO.Box 5507
701 107th St.
Arlington, TX 70611
(817)261-1111

TELE -WIRE SUPPLY CORP.
Main Ott. 616)829-8484
FL (813)371-3444
In FL Only :800) 282-3952
MI (800) 253-2069
TX (214) 492-2898
TONER
969 Horsham Rd.
Horsham, PA 19044
(215) 675-2053
(800) 523-5947
PA (800) 492-2512
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FLEXIBLE
Theta-Corn's new Tseries of
trunk amplifiers is complete-

ly modular. It can be purchased in 300 MHz (T300), 330
MHz (T330), or 400 MHz (T400)
versions. This amplifier can be

ed to 400 MHz or two-way
anytime by changing plug -ins.
Mid -split systems can be built

with standard Tseries modules.

configured for one-way 300
MHz operation and upgrad-
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IT'S YOUR MO

Mscan T"rA

COM

Texscan Corp: 2446 N Sh&
Indianapolis,
no 46219. (317)35 7-87 81 IW\ 81$-341-3184
Theta-Com: 2960 Granc. Ph, x)nix Arjz
Box 27548. 85061, (602):5'.' N)21
IW\ 910-951-1399

See us at the Western Show at Booth #370.
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WE'VE
SHORTENED
OUR NAME,
BUT NOT
OUR QUEST
FOR QUALITY.
Ever since our earliest days, CCS Cable has emphasized quality. Because we do, our trunk and drop
cables work as advertised—the first time, the next
time, and every time after that. That's the best way
to build and keep cable business and we believe
in it.
And we're competitive on price and delivery. For
specs, prices, terms and timing, call us at:
(800) 528- 3341
"We make every inch as if we were buying it ourselves.'

President and General Manager

MAILING
P.O. Box 14710
Phoenix, AZ 85063

CS cable

Division Continental

Copper and Steel Industries.

Inc.

PLANT
5707 W. Buckeye Rd.
Phoenix, AZ 85043

See us at the Western Show at Booth #1631, Disneyland Convention Center.

capable of accessing several satellites at
once over a50-degree range. The model
suitable for cable purposes could pick up
as many as ten or 11 birds with the current
satellite spacing.
For the last several months, RSI has
been investigating industry interest in the
antenna. According to Steinman, the
response has been impressive.
"We have had inquiries totaling well
over a thousand," he said. "But we still
have to decide whether our first run will be
25, 50 or 100."

Business Notes
* Compucon, Inc., has introduced a
corporate profile brochure that highlights
the engineering services, including market research and new automated coverage prediction, that Compucon offers to
the telecommunications industry for
communications planning. The firm,
located in Dallas, Texas, is also offering a
brochure on planning for a receive-only
satellite terminal.
* Daniels & Associates has begun a
six-month field test in its Greeley. Colorado, system of the off-premise addressable converter SCAT system. SCAT is a
product of C-COR Electronics, Inc.
The purpose of the test is to gain firsthand operational experience with the

search also provides frequency coordination services for satellite earth stations
and terrestrial microwave paths.

SCAT System. Installation was performed
by Daniels, who is measuring the effects
of the system on equipment theft, signal
piracy, churn, and connect/disconnect
data. SCAT, an acronym for Security,
Conversion of up to 58 channels, Addressability with 22 Tiers, delivers only
signals authorized by the SCAT controller
to the subscriber's TV set.

* Allen W. Dawson, chairman of Siecor
Corporation, and John Mancino, president of Carolina Wire and Cable, Inc.,
have jointly announced the merger of the
two companies. Carolina Wire and Cable
manufactures and markets insulated wire
and cable for flame retardant products in
markets ranging from aircraft and appliances to communication and data transmission. Siecor is jointly held by Corning
Glass Works and Siemens AG. Siecor
supplies a broad line of wire, cable and
equipment, principally to the telecommunications industry. In explaining the
merger, Dawson indicated that Carolina
Wire and Cable served a very special
market need, had high technology products and processes and had a product
line which nicely complements Siecor's
existing lines.

* S.A.L. Cable Communications, Inc.,
has established a toll-free, 24-hour
telephone hotline for customers needing
hardware or electronic components on an
emergency basis. The hotline numbers
are (800) 645-9062 and, in New York
State, (516) 694-7110.
* CableBus Systems Corporation has
appointed Anixter-Pruzan as a national
distributor for CableBus products. AnixterPruzan will sell CableBus CableAlarm w
equipment to the cable television industry.
* Comsearch, Inc.. is offering a new
service, providing digital termination
system (DTS) design. The DTS can be
used for digital electronic message
services by providing microwave transmission of digital information based on
cellular radio local distribution techniques.
The 10.55 to 10.68 GHz common carrier
band is used for each DTS nodal station
with interconnection of the network
accomplished with satellite earth stations
and terrestrial microwave paths. Corn-

Get the picture!

* M/A-COM, Inc., has announced it will
market satellite communications services
and equipment especially for the health
care industry. Patrick Faris, who will direct
this new marketing effort, said the equipment now available will enable medical
institutions to transmit voice, video and
data simultaneously within a building,
between buildings, throughout a city or
across the country.
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Add channels without adding power dividers and
without adding loss! Each Agile 24 receiver has a
built-in active power divider. Feed 100 slave
units from asingle master (or outdoor down
converter.)
Get the picture(s)!
Need an 85° LNC with 75 dB gain? How about
120° with 65 dB gain? The choice is yours when
you buy the Agile 24 from Standard
Communications. Our outdoor down converter
can be attached to anybody's LNA to produce an
"LNC" for as low as$1,100*:
More flexibility.., get the picture?

8

Standard
Communications

P.O. Box 92151
Los Angeles, CA 90009
213/532-5300

...the earth terminal people
*Based on a120°K 50 dB gain LNA priced at $700.
See us at the Western Show at Booth #775.
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CORES a
STRIPS Ifl onE
OUICH
OPERATIOA
Complete Cable Prep Tool
Priced Much Less Than Two
Separate Tools

Patent
Pending

The SCT Blade is made of High Carbon
Tool Steel for a much longer life. Others
on the market which are of low carbon
steel have a short cutting life and cannot
be re-sharpened.
• Lighter in weight but stronger
• Time saving
• Use with 3/8 variable speed drill or
manually, no accessories to buy.
• Easy clean out
• Available in all cable sizes
• No Replacement Blades required.
Re-sharpening service available at a
nominal charge
In Stock Now!
Contact
Cable
Prep
Distributor
Standard Coring Tools and HCT-659
Hex Crimp Tools also available from
Cable Prep.

Cable
Prep ®
Ben Hughes Communication
Products Co.
P.O. Box AS

Old Saybrook, CT 06475

203/388-3559

upon receipt, places one of the lowest
demands on the system at the present
time. Actual news events occur with
much less frequency than do trades on
the world's stocks and.commcidity exchanges.
To build the signal, data enters database processing systems from a variety
of external sources and from Reuters'
news editing systems. It is then sent to a
combination multiplexer and converter
(see Figure 2), where it is transmitted to
New York area cable systems and via
microwave to RCA's Vernon Valley uplink
facilities in New Jersey. The signal is then
transmitted to Satcom Iand rebroadcast
across the U.S.
Downlinks in major urban centers are
operated by IDR for Reuters, or. in some
cases, are shared with local systems
There are also a number of private and
corporate downlinks where users have
leased or bought Reuters terminals to
decode the signal.
First generations of the terminal have
been designed to use professional (studio
quality) screen monitors to obtain larger,
more flexible data displays: there are
plans in the works for terminals that
connect directly to home TV sets and
market research tests are underway.
Until now, Reuters has been the
primary user of this technology from IDR.
However, discussions are being held with
other potential users, and IDR is producing various system configurations to meet
a variety of informational needs. Those
range from asmall system with about 250
pages, to large systems with several
thousand pages of data.

The Signal
As standard video, the signal can be
transmitted at video baseband, as an FM
double sideband modulated signal or as
an AM vestigial sideband signal suitable
for regular cable network transmission.
Because of potential distortion as the
signal passes through multiple carriers,
provision is made for repeaters which
regenerate the signal by monitoring
vertical interval test signals (VITS) which
are inserted at the primary transmission
site. The repeaters are designed to insert
new VITS as required.
Because of the high quality required to
achieve low-error signal receipt at the
terminals, a carefully monitored, welltuned local distribution network and
headend are required. Several years of
successful commercial operation over
Manhattan Cable in New York City, and
elsewhere, have helped establish and
refine basic operating environmental requirements.

Terminals
Professional terminals display up to 64
characters on each of 16 lines. Each of
these displays is double the size of the
basic 32-character lines, or rows, which
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form the standard display suitable for
home TV use.
In addition to standard text, graphic
displays can be constructed in eight
colors, including black and white. Displays can have background color or
symbol color on black or white background. Existing terminals provide for
nine-by-12 cells to create individual
characters, but additional resolution can
be added to terminal capability for extra
cost. The basic arrangement provides
3,072 elements per display.

Professional terminals are more complex and can not only build more intricate
displays but can perform "off-screen"
functions as well. A variety of capabilities
are included in professional terminal
software to meet business user needs
including the capability to monitor personal stock and other portfolio holdings.
Additional features allow more than
one display page on the screen at the
same time, whiie other data is monitored
in a "background" mode and there is the
ability to gateway data in and out of the
terminal through flexible input/output
ports to peripherals and/or other computer systems.
Many years of Reuters experience in
the creation and operation of large-scale
retrieval systems for business, combined
with US television technology has resulted in the creation of a one-way
information stream of more the five million
words (or 30 million characters) aminute,
from which users with Row-Grabbing
terminals (RGTs) can select information
for display, printout or processing.
Row-Grabbing is actually a sophisticated full-field teletext system which had
its first application in a new Reuters
nationwide service which is using databases created by Reuters and is broadcast by satellite and cable in the USA and
Canada.
Michael J. Reilly is the product planning manager for Reuters Limited and
has been a journalist, correspondent
and editor with Reuters since 1972.
Prior to joining Reuters, Reilly was with
the Associated Press as ajournalist for
three years.

"Century III feedforward
amplifiers give us
what we need...
Performance!"

MICHAEL G. HARRIS
Vice President, Engineering
Century Communications Corp.
(Not affiliated with Century III
Electronics)

"Higher gain, less distortion, high
reliability and superb AGC ...I'd hate to be
without it." That's what Mike Harris says about
Century Ill feedforward amplifiers. And, he
should know. Mike uses them to solve some /
pretty tough problems in entire systems and
long-haul applications throughout the country.
In aConnecticut system, Mike uses feedforward entirely, greatly reducing the number
of amplifiers required. He used it in Huntington, West Virginia to upgrade a low band run to a 21
channel system by simply replacing the low band
amplifiers with feedforward amplifiers. In Virginia,
Mike had to contend with a dead run of cable 10 or
12 miles long through some very inaccessible areas.
"It had to go 6,000 feet across a
mountain without an amplifier,"
he says." Use of feedforward
made this possible." And,
in San Pablo, California,
Mike needed to increase his bandwidth

and get agood signal at the head end for distribution throughout the system. He installed
feedforward directly into existing locations and
now has avery stable signal with high reliability.
"We've been able to eliminate a lot of inaccessible
head ends, with an accompanying cost savings by
using feedforward," Mike comments.
Century Ill feedforward amplifiers have helped
solve alot of Mike's problems and they can help solve
yours. With 50-plus channel capability at bandwidths
from 45 to above 400 MHz, they're ideal for complete
systems, high-level distribution and long-haul applications. Give Century Ill acall today for feedforward
answers and information on our complete line of
broadband products.

k

entury HI

CENTURY III ELECTRONICS INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3880 E. Eagle Dr.. Anaheim, CA 92807 •Phone: (714) 630-3714 •TWX: 910 591-2720
Eastern U.S.
2250 Highway 78
Snellville Plaza
SnelIville, Ga 30278
Phone (404)972-8902

Canada
1580 Rand Ave .
Vancouver. B.C. V6P3G2
Phone. 1604) 263-09 ,1
Telex: 04-55490

Europe
Electro Service, N.V.
Kleine Nieowendijk dO
B-2800 Mechelen. Belgium
Phone 15-216726

Richard Hirschmans Electric
A-6830 Rankweil-Brederis
Oberer Paspelsweg 6-8. Austria
Phone: 055 22/371-0 Serie
Telex 052-239

See us at the Western Show at Booth #635.

No bells — no whistles.

Just the most reliable floating
standby power
supply in the industry. 0011
Power outages from transients, spikes or
lightning strikes are highly unpredictable.
That's why we make a highly predictable
power supply. And we've been doing
it longer than any other company. Part
of the reason is the features we've
packed in.
Features such as:
• Zero transfer time from line to standby
Ideal for interactive cable systems
• Local/remote status monitor.
• Clam shell door design allows
complete access for

41111.1110,

ease of maintenance.
• Output current/voltage meters.
• Battery heater.
• Built in lightning and surge
protection.
• Safety line cord.
• Temperature compensated battery
charging.
• Easy installation.
For years of reliable, predictable
performance, verified by major MSO use
& evaluation, check out Sawyer CATV
products.

See us at the Western Cable Show —
Booth 1220 -1222

Sawyer Industries Inc., 5649 Peck Rd.,
Arcadia, CA 91006 (213) 442-5981

FROM HANDS-ON TO HIGH TECH WITH CED
Find out where the technology's going.
Read CED (Communications Engineering
Digest), the monthly technical journal for
the cable television and broadband
communications industries. GET YOUR
HANDS ON HIGH TECHNOLOGY. GET CED
TODAY!
To order your subscription call or write
our circulation department:
Titsch Publishing Inc.
P.O. Box 5400 TA
Denver, CO 8021 7
(303) 573-1433

Establishing Practices
In International Teletext

IF

how they have evolved over the years to
where we are today. The technical
fundamentals are merely a specific
application of more general forms of data
transmission. When understood, advanced applications make teletext a versatile
means of communicating information in

a technology called teletext. While marketing, editorial and business people seek
to sort out the flurry of teletext activities,
the technical principles are well defined.
Unlike other medias and their applications, teletext has its origins in the British
and European technology community.
This article will describe these origins and

By John Lopinto, director, technology
development, Time Inc. Video Group,
New York, New York.
or the past three years, the
U.S. broadcast and cable
industries have been scurrying like caged mice to implement, test and understand

video environments.
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There are at present no FCC rules
covering teletext and no FIA recommended practices. However, several
major U.S. teletext service operators such
as CBS, NBC, Time and AT&T have
adopted a compatible standard for the
transmission and display of teletext
information. France and Canada, two of
the three proponents of teletext standards
for the U.S., have compromised on
incompatible elements of their earlier
proposals to produce this standard. It is
the belief of many that this agreement and
subsequent adoption by major national
teletext service providers have all but
ended the issue of standards. Many fine
points still remain to be resolved. But it is
clear a framework has been established
to address them.

Basic Definitions
This article will deal with the principles
of teletext in the context of this standard.
The most noted exception to this standard,
proposed by the United Kingdom, will be
explained as to its major differences.
There are several terms which should

be understood. Let's first review some
basics which will serve us well.
VIdeography—This is ageneric term
describing all forms of communications of
video text and graphics in digitally coded
form.
Videotex—This is a specific application where a two-way communications
channel is used between the source of
the information (database) and the user
who wants it. Only information specifically
requested by the user is sent by the
source addressed, by some means, to
that user.
Teletext—In this application, only a
one-way channel is used, and it is usually
avideo channel. All the information which
is available at the source is transmitted
through the channel over and over again.
The user's terminal selects the requested
information out of the data stream and
presents it to the user. This is similar to
conventional broadcast or cable TV
where all TV channels are available to the
user who selects what he wants on his TV
receiver. Teletext is also known as
broadcast videotex.

Interactive—Erroneously, this word
has become synonymous with two-way
videotex services. It is important to note
that even teletext in a one-way environment can be "interactive" from the user's
perspective.

Transmission Principles
The technology of teletext covers two
areas of well defined technical parameters.
The transmission principles concern
themselves with the transportation of
information on a video channel. This is
done without regard, in most cases, to the
informational content itself. Figure 1
shows one horizontal scan line of a
television signal with the transmission
components of the teletext signal. Each
byte is composed of eight bits and several
functions require more than one byte. The
Data Block is the actual information which
is being transported to the user.
The first two bytes are alternating 1s
and Os. This provides synchronization to
lock the terminal's clock oscillator. Its
purpose is similar to color burst in a
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lb deliver VHS versatility, it takes 2-track audio,
2-hour memory,variable speed,and programmable search.
Panasonic has what it takes,and more.

Since their introduction,
the Omnivision llTM VHSTM
NV-8200 cassette recorder
and the NV-8170 player
have shown such versatility
that they are being used in
awider variety of applicationsthan evenwe expected.
But then with so many
features and options, there's
almost no limit to what
they can do.
Variable speed,
still frame.
Schools, chain stores,
medical schools, hospitals
and other professionals are
using the variable-speed
feature for a variety of instructional demonstrations,

ing tapes and sales prefrom intricate assembly
procedures to complex lab sentations in two different
languages on one cassette.
techniques. With speeds
For educational purposes,
ranging from one-fifth to
you can put questions on
twice normal, action can
one track and the answers
be screened as fast as it
takes to comprehend it. For on the other.
extra-close analysis, you
2-hour memory.
can proceed one frame
With this Omnivision II
at atime, and you still get
system, you can stack
asharp, clear picture with
up to 2hours of "how to"
Panasonic still-frame
material, interviews or
compensation.
research on a ee,
2-track audio.
single cassette.
With unattended
When it comes to biauto-repeat, you
lingual communications,
Panasonic speaks your lan- can play the
guage, whatever language same cassette
over and over
it is. With 2-track audio,
companies can make train- with better pic-

ture and sound quality than
with film-loop systems.
Programmable search.
With the Panasonic
NV-A850 Programmable
Auto-Search Controller,
virtually any segment on a
cassette can be retrieved
at the touch of abutton. Its
memory can store up to 64
separate tape locations on
asingle cassette. You can

NV 8200
Video Cassette
PlityetiRecorder

NV-A800
Auto Searcn Conroller

even pre-program it to automatically play back up to
'5 segments in any order.
The NV-A850 features LED
readouts in hours, minutes,
and seconds, as well as
fast forward, rewind, pause,
stop, and frame advance.
Fast 1
2 "
/
editing
flexibility.
To help you edit material
exactly the way you want to
present it, the Panasonic
NV-A960 Editing Controller
(optional) interfaces directly with the NV-8200 or
NV-8170 so you can perform 1
/"to 1
2
/"assemblies.
2
Or perform 1
/"to 3/
2
4"
edits.
Accurately. And fast.

Performance and
reliability.
The NV-8200 and
NV-8170 are designed to
stand up to rigorous use
with critical components
mounted on arugged annealed aluminum die-cast
chassis. And for low jitter
and excellent picture stability, both decks feature
adirect-drive video head
cylinder and capstan servo.
Both decks also have tough
crystal-oriented HPFTm
video heads. The results:
A signal-to-noise ratio of
45 dB, horizontal resolution
of 300 lines black and
white and 240 lines color,

and high-quality pictures
even under continual use.
Both decks are solenoid
operated. And, with the
NV-A810 Remote Controller
(optional), all machine
functions can be operated
from the palm of your hand.
Worldwide applications.
For multi-national companies, the NV-8170E (not
shown) is a natural because it can play tapes
recorded in either PAL or
NTSC formats. How does it
do it? With its PAL or modified NTSC video output,
DC motors and multi-voltage
capability.
Perhaps the best part of

these Omnivis!on II decks
is what they are part of: A
total video communications system. Including
portable and studio cameras, monitors, recorders
and awide choice of
accessories. It takes alot
to deliver versatility. And
any way you look at it,
Panasonic has what
it takes.
For more information on
the full line of Panasonic
equipment, write Panasonic,
Video Systems Division,
Secaucus, NJ 07094.

Panasonic.

VIDEO SYSTEMS DIVISION

The hottest dropwire in the
CATV industry is now the most
available.
At Comm/Scope we've
doubled our production capacity That makes us the largest producer of dropwire in the world.
And it means were ready with all
the dropwire you might need
now. More than 150 varieties.
All our cable is stringently
tested to meet industry standards and to live up to the
Comm/Scope name.
And we deliver fast. Our
two-man truck teams work long
hours to make sure our customers get prompt delivery The
fastest in the business.
If you need dropwire,
order now. The availability has
never been better
Just give us your specifications and we'll respond
immediately. Comm/Scope
Sales & Marketing, aM/A-Com
Company, 1065 Second Avenue
NW, Box 1729, Hickory NC
28603, (704) 324-2200.

Comm/Scope

salesLmarketing
A AACOM COMPANY

See us at the Western Show at Booth =370.

television receiver. The instantaneous bit
rate is 5.727272 megabits per second.
Byte synchronization or the framing
code is necessary to properly delineate
the beginning and ending of an eight bit
byte on the TV line. The actual eight bits
that make up the framing byte were
chosen to minimize false framing in the
event of asingle bit error during transmission of the framing code. The actual code is
11100111.
Bit and byte synchronization are constants transmitted on every teletext scan
line. The next five bytes are the Prefix,
which contains information relating to the
Data Block. The Prefix consists of five
Hamming-encoded bytes. Hammingencoding is an error protection technique
where four bits in abyte are used for data
and four bits are the Hamming code used
to detect errors in the four data bits. The
Prefix is composed of the following
information:
Packet Address (three bytes). These
bytes yield 4096 possible addresses for
data channels which may be timemultiplexed on a single video channel. In
some applications, these are referred to
as "magazine" numbers.

Continuity Index (one byte). This
byte increments by one for each successive transmission of a Data Packet within
a particular Data Channel. It is used to
detect the loss of a Data Packet due to
transmission errors.
Packet Structure (one byte). This
byte contains information about the
nature of the Data Packet. Specifically, it
tells what kind, if any, error detection for
the Data Block is used and whether or not
the Data Block is full of bytes.
The 28-byte Data Block, which follows
the Prefix, contains either additional
control information or the Presentation
Level Protocol (PLP), which is the actual
information displayed on the user's
terminal. The last byte in the Data Block is
the Suffix (it may be as long as three
bytes) and contains an error correction
code which can correct one-bit errors in
the Data Block and can detect multiple
errors. Each byte in the Data Block uses
odd parity to ensure correct interpretation
when a one-byte Suffix is used.
The Control Header is transmitted in
the Data Block at the beginning of a
message. "Message" is a general term
referring to any grouping of related

information. In traditional teletext services
this is adisplayed page on the TV screen.
The Control Header is used in instructing
the terminal in processing the PLP which
follows. These instructions are very
detailed and allow for such things as:
•Page address—up to nine bytes;
'Indirect page addressing through
jump instructions;
*Indexing of pages;
•Identification of new information in a
broadcast cycle:
•Captioning;
•Multiple display options; and
•Multi-page documents.
The exact coding of these instructions
is beyond the scope of this article.
Additionally, their interpretation, in some
instances, by the terminal is subject to
debate.
As mentioned before, the instantaneous
bit rate is 5.727272 megabits per second.
This frequency is defined as being 8/5
the color subcarrier frequency. The
actual shape of the data pulse on the TV
scan line is created by passing the pulse
through a filter which has araised-cosine
transfer function as shown in Figure 2.
This filter limits the amount of energy
December 1981/35
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Contiguous
Mosaic
Character
present in the pulse at the edge of the
video channel at baseband. Additionally,
it is intended to minimize distortion of the
pulse as it is transmitted through the video
channel. The amplitude of the pulse is 70
IRE to represent a "1" and 0 IRE to
represent a "0"

Figure 3A

Separated
Mosaic
Character

Figure 3B
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Display Principles
The Presentation Level Protocol (PLP)
is aspecific language or set of instructions
for displaying graphics and text on thé
user's terminal TV screen. The present
PLP adopted by most U.S. cable and
broadcast networks is the one proposed
by AT&T in May 1981. Its main features
provide for the creation of graphics by
three coding techniques mosaics, dynamically redefinable character sets or DRCS,
and picture description instructions or
PDIs.
In the mosaic method of displaying
graphics on aTV screen, asingle character location is subdivided into six smaller
blocks. This is illustrated in Figures 3a and
3b. In a screen display of 40 columns by
20 rows, this yields 80 columns by 60
rows of mosaic elements. Each of the six
mosaic blocks in a character cell can be
turned on or off and can be connected to
or segmented from its adjacent cell. This
requires six bits to address the individual
mosaic blocks for each character cell.
DRCS is an economic method of
achieving relatively high resolution graphics. Here a character cell is subdivided
into six by ten picture elements or pixels,
yielding a screen resolution of 240
horizontal by 200 vertical pixels. In DRCS
an individual character cell is defined
pixel by pixel as shown in Figure 4. Once
defined, the pattern is transmitted once
36/December 1981

Ten
Pixels

Figure 4
Six
Pixels

1 2 3 4
Prefix

Data Bytes

U.K. system which make it unique.
In the transmission system previously
described, the position of PLP data on the
TV scan line during transmission had no
relationship to where that PLP data was
subsequently displayed on the terminal's
TV screen. In the U.K. system this is not
the case. As shown in Figure 5,
particular character cell of either graphic
or text occupies, in coded form, aspecific
position on the TV scan line during
transmission. This position is determined
by which column, one through 40, it is to
occupy when displayed. The row position
is determined by five Hamming-protected
bits in the prefix. This prefix also contains
information as to the magazine in.which it
resides. The page number is transmitted
in the first TV scan line for the page or
packet 0. Subsequent packets one through
23 contain display information.
Two aspects become apparent in the
U.K. system. First, since only 30 byte
locations are available on aTV scan line
for character cell coding, aTV scan line is
used once in every four to transmit the
remaining ten characters from the previous three rows transmitted. This concept, known as "gearing", allows the pre-

30

A 3 9

JD
A 3 9

Character
Cell

TV
Screen

Example of "Gearing" in U.K. System
Figure 5

and stored in the terminal's memory. The
DRCS cell can then be recalled as many
times as necessary at various places on
the screen. Many DRCS cells can be
defined to achieve the desired graphic.
DRCS is a powerful technique, which not
only allows the creation of higher resolution graphics, but custom fonts for alphanumeric characters.
PDIs are instructions transmitted to a
terminal which literally describe apicture.
Every displayed picture is composed of a
combination of several geometric primative elements: point, line, rectangle, arc,
polygon and text. Instead of sending code
describing individual mosaic cells or
pixels as in mosaic and DRCS graphics,
instructions are given, say, to draw a
rectangle with aspecific width and height.
The terminal then calculates which pixels
in the desired color must be illuminated on
the TV display. Complex images are
made by a combination of PDIs.
Each method of graphic display has its
own set of advantages and disadvantages in terms of transmission time,
decoder cost and susceptibility to display
error. The choice of which method to use
relies heavily on the specific graphic to be
created. It is probably for this reason that
the AT&T PLP accommodates all three
methods. Common to all methods of
graphics are a means of coding display
attributes. Such things as color, underlining, character blinking and size and
scrolling are coded in the transmission
preceding the graphic or text they are to
modify. Attributes can be combined and
are usually in force until otherwise
changed. Text is coded Using a standard
ASCII character set.

servation of transmission and display.
location synchronism. Second, if a character attribute is to be changed, such as
changing color from red to blue for aletter,
the code for the attribute must occupy
one of the character cell positions on the
TV scan line during position. During the
decoding and display processes, no text
or mosaic character could occupy the
attribute position: Figure 6 illustrates this
point. To overcome this graphic limitation
of serial attributes, the U.K. proposal for
the U.S. provides for attribute coding to be

United Kingdom System
The telecommunications industry of
the United Kingdom was indeed the
pioneer of videography. Teletext was an
adaptation of videotex using the same
PLP but taking advantage of the inherent
and stable characteristics of the television signal. The U.K. system has undergone several iterations in definition for the
U.S. television system since its introduction in the U.S. three years ago. There are,
however, some basic parameters of the

Data Bytes
Prefix
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In
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t
In
Red

Character
Cell

TV Screen

b=blue
g=green
r=red
s=space

Example of Serial Attributes

Figure 6
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transmitted on one of the so-called
"ghost" rows. These row numbers, 24
through 31, are not displayable rows, but
since five bits are used to code row
numbers, they are used to transmit
additional information about the display.
This second level of the U.K. system
allows attributes to be changed while
simultaneously displaying a text or
mosaic character. A lower level decoder
would simply ignore the ghost rows
without enhancing the display.
The third level allows for the transmission and display of DRCS while the foisrth
level accommodates PDIs. A fifth level is
provided for the transmission and display
of photographic-like images. However,
the protocol for this feature is yet to be
defined.
The philosophy of the UK system is
one of low cost terminal equipment,
transmission and display reliability, and
increasing performance without obsoleting
lower level terminal. The U.K. display
techniques are similar in many ways to
the AT&T PLP. The method of transmission
of the PLP is significantly different
than that which has been proposed by
France and Canada and agreed to by
Time, CBS and NBC.

Advanced Applications
Given the fundamentals of teletext
technology, one can understand how its

applications in a mass consumer marketplace have yet to be exploited. Perhaps
the first application of advanced teletext
yet to be understood in a commercial,
national environment is that of fullchannel teletext.
Here, every TV scan line, with the
exception of the nine line vertical synchronization period, is used for teletext
transmission. Traditional applications
involve two-to-four lines per field during
the vertical blanking interval. But when
253 lines per field are used, the increased
throughput can be used to decrease
maximum access time for the user and
convey more information for a given
access time.
Telesoftware is a technique where
software for a terminal's microprocessor
is transmitted along with the regular
pages. This powerful application allows
the information to be personalized for the
user by using applications to process the
otherwise static pages. Games and
educational programs can interact with
the user in away previously available only
to users of a two-way videotext system.
Although a defined manner for program captioning is now in use by ABC,
NBC and PBS, CBS has chosen to use the
mechanism of teletext to provide captioning for its network programming. While the
economics of one system over another
remains the subject of debate, there is no

doubt that the technical parameters of
teletext offer a viable means for captioning.
Clearly, much work needs to be done
in the application of teletext technology.
Adequate testing of bit rate in the CATV
environment is of the highest priority to
the NCTA Engineering Subcommittee on
Teletext. What features of display and
transmission protocols are most important
to the user in a competitive, commercial
marketplace remains to be seen. The year
ahead will provide many long-awaited
answers. As designers and users of this
technology, we must indeed be innovative.
Past and present realizations of teletext
must not prejudice our concept of what it
is to be.

John Lopinto received his BEE degree
from Manhattan College in 1974. He
immediately began work for the CBS
Tele vision Network in New York and in
1979 he joined Home Box Office as a
regional engineer. Lopinto is now
director of technical operations and
development for the Video Group of
Time Incorporated. He represents
Time on the EIA Subcommittee on
Teletext and is chairperson of the
NCTA Engineering Subcommittee on
Teletext and Data Transmission.

The Nationwide Source for the

GOULD WATCHMAN"
No distance too great!
No order too small!
The Gould WatchmanTM, the Cable TV standby battery designed for the CATV industry,
is now ready for delivery. Utilizing the latest technology, Gould has manufactured a
battery that will deliver years of dependable service with minimal maintenance.
Greater Distributing has developed anationwide delivery network that can deliver 11000 or more units promptly. Whether you are a hardware manufacturer, MSO or
independent owner, we can fill your needs. For more information, fill out and send in
the reply card in this issue.

Greater Distributing
2011 John's Drive
Glenview, Illinois 60025
(312) 998-0444 — (24 hour phone)

This electrifying
new performer
was born for
CableTIL
‘4,1

Presenting the Gould' Watchman:

to prevent internal shorting and "treeing" from negative to
It stays on the job longer because it's designed to
positive grids.
take constant charging.
We added extra electrolyte above the plates to
Just the battery you need for standby power to
minimize service frequency.
amplify cable signals during utility outages.
Then, we completed the Watchman with offset,
In the past, you've had to rely on conventional
studded terminals that fight corrosion and provide for
batteries to perform that function.
quick connections. Plus, removable gang vents that
Not anymore.
--I make servicing easier.
Now Gould, the leader
Add up all those feaYES, tell me more.
in battery technology, leads
tures and you've got a
again with the first battery
Please send complete information on the new
longer lasting, easier to
Gould Watchman battery.
specifically engineered for
maintain battery.
cable television.
A battery that costs
The Gould Watchman.
less money in the long run.
We constructed it of
A battery born for
Name
our new Calcium Plus alloy
Cable TV.
Title
for:
Want to know more?
•alow gassing rate.
Call us at (612) 681-5388 or
Company ..
•less water loss.
mail this coupon today.
Address
•lower cost over the
life of the battery.
We gave it longer life
State
Zip
with aspecific gravity that
Electronics & Electrical Products
permits it to accept constant,
Telephone
Committed to
low voltage charging.
area code
number
making batteries
We incorporated preMAIL TO: Gould Inc.
mium envelope separators
better than ever.
CEO 12, 81

P.O. Box 43140, St. Paul, MN 55164
Attn: Bob Hasew:nkle

ONLY ONE CATV SUPPLIER
MAKES THIS PROMISE:

S.A.L. gets it
S.A.L. ships every
order within 24 hours.
odaY
e
That's apromise. And
if ever we can't, we'll
tell you. Up front. That's apromise, too.
We have stocking points in New York, Atlanta,
Indianapolis, Dallas and Los Angeles. Where we carry over
3,800 items, ranging from tools, hardware, drop materials
and passive devices to the full line of Magnavox and
Phasecom electronic components.
Give us atry. Just one call gets your order on its way.
Anywhere in the U.S.
You'll find that in an industry where
everyone else promises fast delivery,
S.A.L. Cable Communications delivers it.
Call Toll-Free

800/645-9062.
In New York call 516 694-7110 collect.
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To receive our catalog ,listin gover 3,800 items,
return the coupon, along with your letterhead, to:
S.A.L. Cable Communications, Inc., 5Hub Drive,
Melville, NY 11747.
Name
Title
Company
Address
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•MAKE YOUR EXISTING:TVRO
YOUR:SECOND TVRO.
Hughes Communications has
developed an amazingly simple
modification that will double the
capacity of your present TVRO.
Now one TVRO dish can receive
signals simultaneously from two
adjacent C-band satellites, like
Galaxy Iand Satcom III-R.
And this can be done at asurprisingly low cost. No expensive
new dish or new real estate is
required.
You can depend on Hughes
not only to solve the most difficult
technological problems, but to understand the unique practical
needs of the cable business as
well. We organized the best cable
programmers on Galaxy Ito create an outstanding cable satellite.
Now we're making it easy for you
to receive all that those programmers have to offer on both Galaxy
Iand Satcom III-R. Hughes Communications understands cable;
we're working with you all the
way.
Find out more about this exciting opportunity by visiting Hughes
Communications' booth (#1560) at
the Western Cable Show. We'll
have experts on hand to discuss
any questions you might have.
HUGHES COMMUNICATIONS
‘
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wasn't too difficult for him to install anotch
filter in the subscriber drop cable and
eliminate the unpaid-for channel. Now,
with many more premium channels
available, the cable operator cannot
afford this exercise, especially when
numerous pay-per-view events are, offered.
An addressable system must have
these specific qualities:
• Cable plant compatibility
• Operational simplicity
• Reliable performance
• Tamper security
• Ease of maintenance
• Reasonable cost
Considering the various addressable
systems available, the key qualities a
cable operator must consider are the cost
and protection from unauthorized use of
premium service. Tampering with cable
equipment within reach of asubscriber is
a frequent occurrence. Subscribers
skilled in electronic technology devise
methods of defeating a system, which
may result in tremendous losses of
revenue to the operator. Some addressable systems available today use highly
sophisticated techniques to ensure
security, but at a price difficult to justify.

Addressable Alternatives
Not long ago, the addressable converter took the spotlight. Sophisticated
converters, headend processing equipment and software were introduced.
Scrambling and descrambling equipment
began to be extensively used. Cost of
investing in capital equipment by the
operator is increasing now, and with the
growing need to supply cable service to
multi-dwelling units, the requirement for
secure, tamper-proof addressable systems at an affordable cost has become
very real.
The addressable tap is rapidly becoming
recognized in the CATV industry as an
answer to the problems associated with
supplying premium service. First, only
those channels paid for by the subscriber
will appear at the customer's TV receiver.
All other unauthorized channels are
eliminated at the tap. Since the control
electronics are out of reach, tampering is
essentially eliminated. Secondly, a tap is
for the most part a passive device.
Therefore, design simplicity provides
reliability and ease of maintenance at a
comparatively low cost. The operational
simplicity of the system reduces the need
for highly skilled technical personnel.
Several years ago, Merrill Cable Electronics (MCE) developed an inexpensive
two premium level 5.0-300 MHz passive
addressable tap capable of being controlled from a cable headend by a simple
digital to RF processor. The addition of
any garden-variety computer terminal,
which could be located at acentral office,
would complement the system by provid-

ing remote control and storage of data for
billing purposes.
Recently. MCE recognized the need
for additional premium level control and
began to develop the five-level, 5.0-400
MHz addressable tap. Now in its final
developmental stage, the tap will be
offered in early 1982.
This article describes the MCE twolevel and five-level addressable systems.

Two-Level Tap

aerial or pedestal mounting, in home-run
cable systems. Each tap has the capability
of supplying service to four individual
subscribers, each of which can be
independently controlled via a simple
processor from the system's headend.
The tap design utilizes the concept of
negative trapping whereby the visual
carrier of any channel is "notched out".
The attenuation .
of the visual carrier by
these notch filters is sufficient to completely
eliminate both picture and audio.

The MCE four-port CAP tap (controlled
access point) is a two premium channel
addressable system in an environmentally designed housing, suitable for either

Referring back to Figure 1on page 43,
the CAP tap receives an "address word"
'from the headend processor on a high
frequency carrier typically centered at

TRIM-1 SIGNAL LEVEL METER

FAST...EFFICIENT...ECONOMICAL
The TRIM-I is acompact, hand-held
trouble shooter that provides arapid
GO/NO-GO reading for incoming
cable signals. TRIM-I weighs just
five ounces and clips to the
installer's belt ready for
instant use.
The TRIM-I gets the job
done faster and better
at acost that is
much less than
conventional
testing equipment.
TRIM-I features
cumulative carrier level testing
using standard
'F' fitting, rear panel
switchable attenuator for
extended dynamic range, low
battery indication and is powered
from along life disposable 9v
battery.

mews
724 East Union Street, West Chester
PA 19380
Toll-Free: 800-345-8288 (U.S.)
800-862-2428 (PA only)

See us at the
WESTERN SHOW
Booth #1316/1318

And it works.
Were proving it every day. Proving it with Magna 440
systems up and operating, and in our Magnavox Mobile
Training Centers.
We're proving it to cable-system operators everywhere.
We're showing them how Magna 440 components—
mainstation amplifiers, digital system sentry-status monitoring system, line extenders, directional taps, couplers,
connectors and subscriber passives—are all engineered
for full 440-MHz, 64-channel performance.
We're demonstrating to technicians, in practical hands-on
seminars, how Magna 440 components are designed to
work together as a system under the most severe field
conditions.
We're proving how Magna 440 systems' modular design
can save on installation costs and labor by eliminating
adapters and field modifications. And we're proving how
dependable Magna 440 performance means less maintenance, more profits.

We back up all Magnavox products with system design
and engineering assistance. Experienced customer-service personnel smooth out any rough spots in your system purchases. Our technicians and engineers will help
you with any highly specialized requirements.
If you have been holding off, waiting to see where system
equipment was heading, wait no longer. The future of
cable-TV system equipment is here now in Magna 440,
and it works.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, 100 FAIRGROUNDS DRIVE, MANLIUS, N.Y.
13104 • Phone: Toll-free, West of Mississippi: 800-448-51714 East of Mississippi:
800-448-9121 • New York State: 315-682-9105 • Telex 937329 • SWITZERLAND
CATEC AG (Lucerne). Phone. 041-22 66 19 • CANADA: rf communications ltd.
(Markham). Phone: 416-495-1030
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WE'RE BRINGING THE FUTURE OF CATV TO YOU.

If you're developing aproposal for anew franchise
or renewing existing ones, offer your potential
customer the future of CATV. A Magna 440-MHz
system. If you don't, your competition will!
Even though system components don't often
interest city fathers, their performance does. A
Magna 440-MHz system more than meets present
equipment requirements, and has the built-in capacity to handle future commitments. You can assure
them that Magnavox' proven quality means consistently high performance under any conditions. That
means virtually no downtime for them and minimized maintenance costs for you.
There are more benefits for you, too. Magna
440 components are designed to work together as a
system, and are engineered for the 440-MHz band-

width. And Magnavox service doesn't stop with the
sale. We can help you design and engineer your
system. Our Mobile Training Units are touring the
country conducting training seminars to make technical personnel 440-MHz smarter.
Before your next franchise meeting, give us a
call. Let us show you how the Magnavox Magna
440-MHz system can help you clinch that franchise.
A NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMFAIIY. 100 FAIRGROUNDS DRIVE, MANLIUS,
NY 13104 • Phone: Toll-free, West of Mississippi: 800-448-5171 • East or
Mississippi: 800-448-9121 • New York State: 315-682-9105 • Telex 937329
•SWITZERLAND CATEC AG (Lucerne). Phone: 041-22 66 19 •CANADA: rf comtrunications ltd. (Markham) Phone: 416-495-1030
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WE'RE BRINGING THE FUTURE OF CATV TO YOU.

INC.

Phone or write
for our VHF fk UHF tower-mounted arrays.

Pictured' over 40 db gain with CPA-2 pre-amp

You can get them in cantilevered
single bays, vertical stacks, stagger stacks
or stagger-stacked quads!
For 30 years SITCO has designed arrays to withstand the severe elements
of weather conditions and to give top performance throughout the world
All arrays are cut to channel and include all the required installation
materials for mast or tower mounting Phone or write today and give us
your requirements We II give you the best arrays 30 years of experience
can produce

SIT

ANTENNAS

10330 N. E Marx St
P 0. Box 20456
Portland, Oregon 97220
Phone: (503) 253-2000

In arecent CableVision reader survey
conducted by the
Opinion Research Corporation, CableVision was
proclaimed the undisputed
leader in cable news and information.
•2 out of 3 subscribers said they
would select CableVision as their only
source of cable IV industry information!
•77% of those surveyed keep CableVision for
reference to articles and advertisements!
*About twice as many CableVision subscribers over
all other cable publications rate CableVision as the
'best' in industry coverage and presentations in all areas!
CABLEVISION—Your best source for cable industry news
and information.
To subscribe, call or write:
CableVision
Circuation Dept.
P.O. Box 5400 T.A.
Denver, CO 80217
303-573-1433
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about 109 MHz. This digital information
can select one tap out of 27,000 possible
taps or as many as 108,000 subscribers in
a cable system. A discriminator tuned to
the processor pilot frequency decodes
the data and channels it to a selected
address card. Within the address word
specific data bits via the control logic
circuitry selecl which of four subscribers
connected to the CAP tap are to be
controlled. In this manner, each subscriber can be provided basic service,
either or both premium channels, or
complete service disconnect.
The MCE Century Commander (Figure
2 on page 49) is used as the main central
processor. Its main function is to generate
a tap address, a port and a command
code in a binary logic format. This
processor has on its front panel a
standard push-button keyboard similar to
that used on atouch-tone telephone, plus
an eight-digit read-out, a rotary switch
which is used to select source of the data
such as the keyboard, external computer
or internal memory and an on/off switch.
This switch is in the form of akey-lock for
purposes of security.
To command a CAP tap anywhere in
the cable system, the operator enters the
address of the tap on the keyboard with a
five-digit number, then enters a single
digit to address the port the subscriber is
connected to and then enters the twodigit command number. Each time a
number is entered it will be indicated on
the digital readout. Once all eight digits
are entered and the readout display is full,
the transmit button is pressed. Immediately
this data will be transmitted out over the
cable system and the function is complete.
If the operator makes a mistake while
entering a command, he can press the
clear button and start over again. Also, if
the operator fails to enter completely all
eight required digits and presses transmit,
the processor will ignore the command
and wait until the entry is complete. Or, if
the operator tries to enter more than eight
digits, the processor will ignore data
entered beyond the first eight digits and
wait until the operator presses transmit.
The processor is equipped with an RS232 interface module. By rotating the
select switch to the RS-232, the operator
may control all taps in the systems from a
remote computer terminal.
The data generated by the processor
is applied to an internal FSK modulator
that modulates any high frequency carrier
falling within the 50-300 MHz range.
Typically, the pilot frequency offered is
109 MHz, but the cable operator may
select a lower frequency depending on
FCC authority.

Sixteen-Port Tap
The 16-port addressable apartment
unit known as the Channel Sentry uses
circuit commonality of the four-port CAP

ap. Its design is specifically intended for
apartment dwellings, office buildings,
hospitals and educational institutions. It is
primarily intended for indoor use. The
same processor used with the four-port
CAP tap also controls the Channel Sentry.
Therefore, a cable operator can easily
have amix of four-port and 16-port taps in
the cable plant, as in Figure 3.

The Notch Filter Concept
The idea of using notch filters for CATV
is not new. Unfortunately, the nature of
these filters is such that at high frequencies
the 3.0 dB bandwidth is so wide that the
lower adjacent channel audio is degraded.
This fault prevents adjacent channel
operation in the mid-range frequency
band.
There are multi-pole notch filters
available that, to a degree, correct this

problem, but their present physical size
and packaging techniques preclude their
use for printed circuit applications. That
is: as the number of premium channels to
be controlled increases, adding more
notch filters only adds to space requirements in the tap. Also, signal losses
increase. As filters are added, their
inherent insertion losses reduce the pass
band signal level to the subscriber's port.
At first glance, a low level amplifier that
would make up for losses might be an
answer. But, once again, complexity and
cost are major considerations. Until notch
filter designs catch up with current stateof-the-art equipment and for their demand
in this type of application, the notch filter
concept is limited to only afew channels
of premium control. Because of this, MCE
has limited the use of the notch filter to two
per channel in order to maintain effective
performance of the two level addressable
tap.

Processor Block Diagram
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22 Line Data

Logic

FM mod

Bus

4Line Data Bus

Carrier Switch

•,1 Level Ur

ON
Switch
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RF Out
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Multi-level Addressable Tap
Recognizing the limitations associated
with the notch filtering concept, MCE has
developed a completely different method
for premium channel addressability. The
process uses the principle of video carrier
suppression. The concept of carrier
suppression has existed for a long time.
and single sideband or double sideband
suppressed carrier transmission techniques are commonplace. To create a
suppressed carrie;, the modulated video
carrier is mixed with an unmodulated
signal at the same frequency in abalanced
modulator. Proper phasing of the signals
results in a modulator output of only the
sidebands of the original video carrier. If
this process occurs at a tap, only the
remaéning sidebands of achannel appear
at the TV receiver. Only an exceedlingly
clever subscriber—at great personal
expense—might devise a method for
reinserting the suppressed carrier at his
TV receiver and successfully recover the
video intelligence. Like the notch filter,
carrier suppression is a powerful tool for
providing security against unauthorized
use of premium service.
Figure 4 on page 55 shows how the
system works. The main trunk signal
passes through a series of directional
couplers and power splitters. The directional couplers serve to isolate the main
trunk signal from the rest of the circuits.
The power splitters divide the headend
signal into four separate subscriber paths.
The new MCE multi-premium addressable tap will provide five individually
controlled channels. Each subscriber is
provided an individual plug-in control
module containing up to five low level,
temperature stabilized oscillators. Each
oscillator is tuned to the premium channel
visual carrier. The spectral bandwidth of
each oscillator is controlled in such away
as to allow for frequency variations of the
visual carrier and are adequately filtered
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TELE-WIRE

now stocking Texscan
products
Texscan Theta-Corn's new T series
trunks amplifiers are completely
modular with 300, 330 or 400 MHz
versions.
Texscan Theta-Com's XR2
DIM modular tap features
360 aluminum with permakote
for environmental protection and
tin plated brass connectors. These
taps provide excellent electrical
performance and a
patented rotating seizure
mechanism for ease
of installation.

o

Texscan's 7272 is the most
complete and versatile signal level meter in the industry with 400 MHz coverage
in 6bands.
Sweep test with the 9551
T & R to 450 MHz.

Texscan's spectrum
analyzers display a video
carrier profile of the total frequency spectrum to 450
MHz for fast and accurate
analysis of CATV system
problems.

TELE-WIRE
SUPPLY CORPORATION
122 CUTTER M LL RD
GREAT NECK, NEW YORK 11021

NY (516) 829-8484
IN FLORIDA ONLY (800) 282-3952
FL (813) 371-3444
MI (800) 253-2069
TX (214) 492-2898

Use the portable 9900D
with our bridge and Gilbert's
test connectors to sweep
test cables, amplifiers and
passives to 450 MHz.

Texscan

Texscan
Corporation 1981
5-4 3 81

For Test Equipment:
2446 N Shadeland Ave
Indianapolis, Indiana 46219
(317) 357-8781

For Character Generators:
3E55 South 500 West. Suite S
Salt Lake City. Utah 84115
(801) 262-8475

For Distribution Equipment:
2960 Grand Ave
Phoenix, Arisona 85061
(800) 528-4066

For Canada:
2750 Pdfield
St_ Laurent. Quebec FutS 1G9
(514) 335-0152

UTILITY PRODUCTS

"The best-selling closure in
the world."
Worldwide the name Utility
Products translates into
superior closure quality.
This high quality is based on
25 years of Marketing, Engineering, Manufacturing, and
Distribution expertise.
We've merged with Reliable
Electric and now comprise an
even greater communications
leader in Reliable Electric /
Utility Products.

housing capacity and work
space than comparable
models and include features
like: vents, louvers, screens,
padlock hasps, and 3-Point
locks.
Splitters, couplers, taps, line
extenders, and amplifiers
from virtually any manufacturer mount in our closures

with one of three mounting
brackets.
In addition, our closures are
designed to last twenty-five
years. A superior five-step
finishing process helps guard
against corrosion and
weathering.
It pays to protect your valuable start-up inves:meint so
insist on the best,, Reliable
Electric /Utility Products.
For more information on
these closures anc our
connecting, grounding, and
labeling products write or
phone the address below.

Reliable Electric /Utility
Products are the stars of the
CATV marketplace through
our advanced design. Our
closures feature alarger

UNDIRGIOUND
CAMIS
VW«,

Reliable Ect
(
e c/ Utility Products /11333 Addison Street /franklin Park, Illinois 60131 /312-455-801:0-

\,

REI4eNCE

COMMLTEC

AFULL-SERVICE SUPPLY HOUSE...

J,

DROP
MATERIALS

CO-AXIAL CABLE
Comm.Scope

Securit System
g.' Auburn
Arrow

Times Cable

o

CO-AXIAL
CONNECTORS
Stirling

HEADEND EQUIPMENT
PASSIVE
EQUIPMENT

Id

Synchronous
Communications
Phase Comm
Monroe ReM ac

Magnavox
Antronix Inc

PEDESTALS
Utility Products

HARDWARE
POLE & DROP
Josyln Preformed

COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPLY INC.

1

...SERVING YOU ACROSS THE NATION
PHILADELPHIA

DALLAS

724 East Union St.
West Chester, PA
19380

ATLANTA

12770 Perimeter
Suite MOO
Dallas, Texas

2807 Peterson Place
Atlanta, Georgia
30071

FORT
LAUDERDALE

2184 N.W. 17th Street
Pompano Beach, Fla
33060

Communications Supply Inc is a central source of supply for virtually every
piece of equipment you need to build,
operate and service your CATV system
— from the basic tools and hardware
through the finest in state-of-the-art
technology.
CSI stands 100% behind all of the
products they distribute. Only premium
lines are carried from the major manufacturers with an established reputation
for product excellence and reliability.
Every product line is carefully evaluated
by CSI's technicians before they are
recommended to you. CSI guarantees

that you are purchasing the best product
available for your project or system.
Communications Supply provides you
with fast, reliable and economical service. All products are carried in stock at
all locations. With our on-line computerized inventory, deliveries can be
made anywhere in the continental U.S.A.
within two days of your order, and our
prices are guaranteed.
CSI's full service is just a phone call
away. Count on us for all your CAN
needs — we'll show you what real service means.

COMMUNICATIONS
SUPPLY INC.
Toll-Free: 800-345-8286 (U.S.) 800-662-2428 (PA only)

ENGINEERING EXCELLENCE
Cable Industry Objective: Find a
supplier who can be trusted to
really understand and produce
the advanced technology needed
in the industry.
"I know that Pioneer has been a
world-wide leader in high technology
design and manufacturing for many
years. So I'm not surprised that in less
than two years of marketing their
products to the entire cable industry,
Pioneer has become aleader in the
design and manufacture of converters and interactive systems. You see,
many people can design answers
to technological problems, but can
never mass manufacture that same
quality product.
At Pioneer, manufacturing engineers work side-by-side with
design engineers during the
developmental process for

anew product. That team approach
assures that every converter installed
in asubscriber's home and every
system purchased by acable operator meets, and will continue to
meet, the rigid specs designed into
the product.
Each new project is taken through
at least five prototype states. The
final prototypes must have maintained every quality specification originally designed into the product and
must also be mass manufacturable.
Pioneer's specifications for active
components exceed the military

specs that most manufacturers try
to achieve. Each final prototype goes
through testing that includes all
types of environmental and aging
conditions. Next, 500 preproduction
units are made and subjected to the
consumer electronics industry's most
rigorous testing. That testing is continued during the entire production
cycle, as long as the product is made.
The engineering excellence at
Pioneer is just the beginning of
the quality assurance that extends
from product development through
product service. Ask anyone who has
purchased systems or converters
from Pioneer. They'll tell you.
Pioneer does what they say
they'll do. Pioneer seems to be
one of the companies thatthe
cable industry can trust.
The folks at Pioneer
would like to talk to you in
person. Give them acall."

(

(
WPIONEER'
PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA

2200 Dividend Drive Columbus. Oh.° 43228
(814) 878-0771

1981 PIONEER COMMUNICATIONS OF AMERICA

This is WHAT...
PowerVision
Performs.

and shielded to prevent the possibility of
radiation or conduction into the main
feeder cable or adjacent channel. Like the
two-level control logic, the addressing
control signals are decoded by adiscriminator circuit, applied to a logic circuit,
which in turn directs which oscillator is to
be turned on. Each oscillator activated
from the headend processor is combined
with the headend signal in a unique,
balanced, passive circuit. The combiner,
through the principle of phase cancellation, eliminates like frequencies. Therefore, the selected oscillator frequency
corresponding to the channel frequency
to be eliminated is cancelled in this circuit
preventing any video information sufficient
in level to be seen at the TV receiver. All
other channels not cancelled in this way
at the tap will appear at the TV receiver. If
total service must be disconnected, a
control signal from the headend processor will disconnect the RF signal path to
the subscriber.
The modulator packaging concept, as
illustrated in Figure 5 on page 57, allows
for system expansion and ease of service.
Careful design techniques provide exceptional reliability, reducing downtime to
almost nil. Since total subscriber electronics is on a plug-in module the cable
operator may install only one module or
as many as four. This concept is a major
factor in the design of the 16-port, fivelevel apartment unit, where the number of
subscribers, and therefore the number of
suscriber modules that must be initially
installed or kept in inventory, may vary.

System Application
As stated, the two-level addressable
tap was primarily intended for home-run
cable systems. Being a passive device,
the two-level tap has an in-line insertion
loss of 1.5 dB at 300 MHz. This limits the
number of taps that might be cascaded.
However, the five-level addressable tap
has reduced the in-line losses to approximately 0.1 dB, making the system an
ideal candidate for not only a large
cascade of taps but also an ideal candidate
for loop-through systems. A loop-through
cable system usually necessitates supplying service to a large number of
subscribers from a single feeder line or
drop cable, particularly in an apartment
complex. This cable drop supplies service first to one subscriber, then to the
next and the next, until the last subscriber
has received service. This is in contrast to
a home-run system where a drop cable
services only a single subscriber.
As in Figure 6, page 57, amodularized
approach to subscriber plug-ins allows
for loop-through systems applications. A
subscriber module, plus a simplified
version of the tap logic and receiver, may
be easily attached to wallss,nd covered
with a standard wall plate having atype F
connector for cable connection to the TV
receiver.
The addressable tap is acost effective
method of supplying a large number of
subscribers remotely controlled cable
service. System simplicity allows the
addressable tap to be installed in any
existing cable plant with little or no system

WHAT PowerVision® performs...is
mainly benefits for the CATV operator
who needs reliable standby power to
keep the show going on — with an
uninterrupted source of 12 amperes of
clean 30 or 60 volt square wave power.
The PowerVision NB113C features
automatic operation, modular service
concept, fast transfer, short circuit
protection and positive isolation from
the utility line during standby operation.
Many other advantages designed into
the model NB113C include ferroresonant power regulation, stand-by
power modules, static transfer switch,
bypass switch and status indicators,
long life battery charger, circuit
protection and along list of options
including status monitoring, elapsed
time meters, lightning arrestors,
transub amplifier protection and
exercisor automatic cycling.
For additional ordering
information contact:

poweesiort
1044 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272
2840 Coronado, Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-2260

DISCOVER THE BENEFITS
OF OUR MULTIPLE-BEAM
ANTENNA

Only SIMULSAT® can see all domestic satellites at
once with consistant performance on each bird.
This means that you can see from Satcom I(135°
W) to Comstar D3 (87° W) with the performance
characteristics of a4.6 meter antenna. This is the
only existing antenna in the world to accomplish
this.
Simulsat is not just an idea on the drawing boards,
it's in operation today, working for major MSO's
and Television Broadcasters.
New programs and services are constantly being
added to acontinually increasing number of
satellites. In the past, multiple satellite reception
required the construction of an Antenna Farm.
Simulsat can save you valuable capital and real
estate. Make asmart investment for your business
and let Simulsat be your plan for the future

Present Domsat Positioning
135'

Geostat,onary orbit
Satcom I, 135° W
Comstar D-4, 127° \A

0

•
•

Westar II, 123 5' W

•

Satcom II, 1-9' W
Anik 2, 114 0 11V

•

Anik B, 109' Vi

e

Westar F, 99° W

e

Comstar D2 & D1, 95° VV

•

•

e

Westar III, 91° W
Comstar D3,87° W

SIMULSAT n Pat. pending.

ANTENNA TECHNOLOGY CORPORATION
Eastern Office
895 Central Florida Parkway
Orlando, Florida 32809
(305) 851-1112

Western Office
3353 S. Highland Dr., Suite 514
Las Vegas, Nevada 89109
(702) 733-9658
See us at the Western Show at Booth #2104.

This is HOW...
PowerVision
Performs.
Performance Features — Model NB113C
Ferroresonant
Output in
Normal Mode
Transient Free
Square Wave
Inverter
Output

Positive Isolation
from Utility Line
During Standby

Fast
Transfer

Fail Safe Features

Modular
Concept

Program-mable
Charger
Timer

CycleType
Battery
name

Automatic —
Operation
Short
Circuit
Protection

30 Second
Time °way
Before
Transfer

Slide Mounted
Battery Tray
Option

Pole or
Pedestal
Mounting

Plus Many
Options!

Its outstanding performance
features determine how PowerVision®
performs — providing an uninterrupted
source of 12 amperes of clean 30 0r60
volt square wave power to CAN
systems.
The PowerVision NB113C is the
practical solution to power problems —
only 24 inches wide, 23 inches high
and 12 1
/ inches deep, it weighs 98
2
pounds without batteries. And, for easy
service, the electronic modules may
be readily changed without interrupting
cable service.
For additional ordering information
contact:

modifications, and no highly specialized
technical talent is required.
There is more to come. For example,
developments are underway for a lowband, mid-band and super-band addressable tap. Here the cable operator selects
what combinations of the frequency
bands in which to provide service and
then has the capability to address each
pay channel within that frequency band.
Just in the wings waits a 54-channel
addressable tap compatible with any
existing standard non-addressable converter.

Herm Braun joined Merrill Cable
Electronics of Pheonix Arizona, in early
1980 and currently holds the title of
director of engineering. Braun also
holds a professorship at DeVry Institute in Phoenix, Arizona. Prior to joining
Merrill Cable Electronics he was aselfemployed consultant. Braun obtained
the BSEE and MSBA from the University of Michigan and is an active
member of the IEEE, NCTA, SCTE and
the Arizona Cable TV Association.

e

poweesiom
1044 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272
2840 Coronado, Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-2260

RCA's new pushbutton
KS series remote tuning converters are microcomputer based and designed
with field switchable standard, HRC or IRC
channel assignments.
The field programmable all channel in-band
decoder option accepts up to eight levels of
pay programming for 256 possible tiers. This
eliminates the need to stock different converters for each pay package offered on your
system.
An electronic A/ B cable switch
option expands the converter to 116 channels
for use in a dual cable system.

RCA has the subscriber equipment for large
and small systems, with or without premium
channel decoding and a price that we hink
will fit your budget.
To find out more, call or write your nearest
RCA Cablevision Systems represenative and
ask why so many MSO's are converting to
RCA.

DGIDO

KS series 58 Channel Set Top Converter

M series 58 Channel Set Too Converter

M series 36 Channel Set Top Converter
SSO series Decoder

RCA Cablevision Systems/8500 Balboa Boulevard/Van Nuys, CA. 91409/Telephone 800/423-5651 (In Calif.) 213/891-7911
Pennsylvania: 800/345-8104 (In PA.) 215/237-1100
Come see us at Booth #270 at the Western Show Convention.

Product
Profile
IF

eatured this month in CED's Product Profile is alist of
trunk amplifiers with automatic gain control/automatic slope control (AGC/ASC). Due to the complexity and diversity of modular amplifier stations,
other configurations of amplifier stations, including
the so-called mod-kits, will be featured in future Product Profiles.
CATV trunk amplifiers with AGC/ASC provide the boosting of
signals from the headend to feeder cable. Cascading—that is, the
Placing of amplifiers in sequence down a single stretch of trunk
cable—requires that amplifiers be electrically spaced to
compensate for signal losses inherent in the cable. The gain
specification of a given amplifier indicates the total capability of
the amplifier to boost the signal to the next amplifier which, in turn,
boosts the signal further down the cable.
The attenuation of coaxial cable is variable with temperature
variations and changes more at high frequencies than at low
frequencies. Therefore, it is required that level controls
(AGC/ASC) be incorporated in the amplifiers to compensate for
this change in levels over temperature.
The modular construction of CATV amplifiers permits plug-in
modules to be configured such that system operators can be
specific in ordering amplifiers to meet their needs. Manufacturers
should be contacted for complete information on and technical
specifications for other modules and configurations as well as
availability and prices.
The chart on the next three pages displays information on
trunk amplifiers with AGC/ASC. Critical specifications for each
model will aid the reader in selecting several appropriate
amplifier manufacturers for further inquiry.
The January issue of CED will not feature a Product Profile
due to the coverage of technical news from the Westen Show in
Anaheim. California. The February issue of CED will include a
Product Profile on earth station antennas.

Trunk Amplifiers
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Product Profile

Model

Upper
Bandwidth
Limit

Triple
Beat

Full Gain

Gain/Slope
Control Range

Noise
Figure

Special Features
(Modular Construction,
unless otherwise noted)

Broadband Engineering, Jupiter, Florida
CL-3 Hybrid One-Way

300 MHz

-89 dB

26 dB

8.0 dB

7.0 dB

Single active module; AGC/ASC
using video carrier; optional 50 to 30
MHz return capability.

C-COR Electronics, Inc., State College, Pennsylvania
T-501-060 Hybrid Two-Way

245 MHz

-95 dB

26 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-500-060 Hybrid Two-Way

220 MHz

-97 dB

26 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-502-060 Hybrid Two-Way

270 MHz

-93 dB

26 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-503-060 Hybrid Two-Way

300 MHz

-91 dB

26 dB

60 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

7-504-060 Hybrid Two-Way

330 MHz

-89

26 dB

6.0 dB

10 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-505-060 Hybrid Two-Way

360 MHz

-90 dB

26 dB

6 0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-506-060 Hybrid Two-Way

400 MHz

-86 dB

26 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-510-060 Hybrid Two-Way

220 MHz

-94 dB

30 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-511-060 Hybrid Two-Way

245 MHz

-92 dB

30 dB

6 0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-512-060 Hybrid Two-Way

270 MHz

-90 dB

30 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-513-060 Hybrid Two-Way

300 MHz

-88 dB

30 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-514-060 Hybrid Two-Way

330 MHz

-87 dB

30 dB

6.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-520-060 Hybrid Two-Way

220 MHz

-84 dB

36 dB

8.0 dB

7.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-521-060 Hybrid Two-Way

245 MHz

-82 dB

36 dB

8.0 dB

7.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-522-060 Hybrid Two-Way

270 MHz

-80 dB

36 dB

8.0 dB

7.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

T-523-060 Hybrid Two-Way

300 MHz

-78 dB

36 dB

80 dB

7.0 dB

AGC/ASC pilot or video.

Century Ill Electronics, Inc., Anaheim, California
3122H/220 Feed-Forward One-Way

220 MHz

-103 dB

34 dB

8.0 d13

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or video
(optional).

21028 Push-Pull One-Way

300 MHz

-118 dB

26 dB

9.0 dB

9.0 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or dual video
(optional).

3122H/300 Feed-Forward One-Way

300 MHz

-100 dB

34 dB

8.0 dB

10 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or video
(optional).

3113/300 Feed-Forward One-Way

300 MHz

-98 dB

25 dB

8.0 dB

10 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or video
(optional).

4122H/400 Feed-Forward One-Way

60/December 1981

400 MHz

-86 dB

34 dB

8.0 dB

10.5 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or video
(optional)

Product Profile

Model

Upper
Bandwidth
Limit

Triple
Beat

Full Gain

Gain/Slope
Control Range

Noise
Figure

Special Features
(Modu rConstruction,
unless ,,therwise noted)

4113/400 Feed-Forward One-Way

400 MHz

-93 dB

25 dB

80 dB

105 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot o;
(optional).

Ieo

4113H/400 Feed-Forward One-Way

400 MHz

-89 dB

29 dB

8.0 dB

10 dB

AGC/ASC dual-pilot or video
(optional).

Delta-Benco-Cascade, Rexdale, Ontario
Type B Unicorn 703-009
Push-Pull Two-Way

270 MH,.

-105 dB

26 dB

80 dB

105 dB

Super and mop-up al
optional gain to 39 dB: AGC or TLC.

Type A Unicorn 701-008
Push-Pull Two-Way

310 MHz

-90 dB

25.5 dB

80 dB

10 dB

AGC or TLC; gain options to 39 dB;
status monitoring.

Type B Unicorn 703-008
Push-Pull Two-Way

310 MHz

-90 dB

25.5 dB

80 dB

10 dB

Super and mop-up applications;
optional gain to 39 dB; AGC or TLC.

Gamco Industries, Inc., Roselle, New Jersey
Futura 12-426 Mainline
AGC One-Way
1-301 Super One-Way
Futura 300-252
Push-Pull AGC One-Way
1-400 AGC-ATC
One-Way or Two-Way

225 MHz

N.A.

26 dB

6.0 dB

10 dB

No need for external equalizers.

300 MHz

-78 dB

32 dB

5.0 dB

9 7dB

Bi-directional option; AGC or tilt with
pilot or video options.

300 MHz

N.A.

29 dB

12 dB

11 dB

400 MHz

-74 dB

26 dB

50 dB

10 dB

Video AGC option.

GTE Sylvania CATV Division, El Paso, Texas
Series 1000 Multipurpose
AGC One-Way or Two-Way

300 MHz

-90 dB

26 dB

80 dB

6.9 dB

Retrofitting earlier models.

Series 5000 Multipurpose
AGC One-Way or Two-Way

400 MHz

-80 dB

24 dB

70 dB

7.0 dB

Status monitoring; AGC pilot or
video.

8.0 dB

8.0 dB

Redundant amplifiers; status
monitoring; feeder
connect/disconnect option.

Jerrold Division, General Instrument, Hatboro, Pennsylvania
Starline 20/400 SJS-3/E
Push-Pull One-Way or Two-Way
Starline 20/450
AGC One-Way or Two-Way

400 MHz

450 MHz

-48 dB

-80 dB

26.5 dB

24 dB

8.0 dB

7.0 dB

61-channel capacity; redundant
amplifiers; status monitoring; feeder
connect/disconnect option.

Lindsay Specialty Products Ltd., Buffalo, New York
TA-1001 AGC One-Way or Two-Way 300 MHz

-57 dB

23 dB

8.0 dB

7.5 dB

Status monitoring.

TA-1041 AGC One-Way or Two-Way 400 MHz

-51 dB

25 dB

8.0 dB

9.0 dB

Status monitoring; forward and
reverse by-pass.

Magnavox CATV/Systems, Inc., Manlius, New York
5-MTC AGC/ASC
One-Way or Two-Way

440 MHz

-87 dB

26 dB

10 dB

9.0 dB

Status monitoring.

5X-2TC
AGC/ASC One-Way or Two-Way

330 MHz

-112 dB

26 dB

10 dB

8.0 dB

Status monitoring.

25 dB

80 dB

8.0 dB

Thermal equalizer option.

8.0 dB

80 dB

Modules compatible with model 152;
AGC pilot or video: dual equalizers.

Merrill Cable Electronics, Inc., Phoenix, Arizona
NOVA-300 TA
AGC Hybrid One-Way or Two-Way 300 MHz

-106 dB

RCA Cablevlsion Systems, Van Nuys, California
452 Hybrid Two-Way

400 MHz

-85.5 dB

25 dB

252 Hybrid Two-Way

330 MHz

-89.5 dB

26 dB

8.0 dB

75 d6

Modules compatible with model 152;
AGC pilot or video; dual equalizers.

-79.5 dB

25 dB

8.0 dB

10 dB

AGC pilot or video.

Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia
6540A/400 Hybrid Two-Way

400 MHz
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There's afine line in
400 MHz amplifiers
The Winegard Line

FREE
CASCADE REPORT
Write or call We're
anxious to show you
what our equipment
can do

When it comes to fine lines, everyone's bound to
draw the same conclusion ...Winegard. Since 1954
we've been staking our reputation on high-quality
electronic products. Our newest addition, the
400MHz amplifiers with 50-plus channels, is an
outstanding example of our proven experience at
work for you. These advanced modular units are
100% station-tested and backed by a 12-month
warranty. They're an excellent opportunity to get
to know the Winegard reputation for quality, technology, experience and service. The service that

W

doesn't stop with the sale. The technology to take
you step by step, from engineering to operational.
The experience, plus afull range of resources, to
help you design aquality system.
Before you commit to distribution equipment,
check into the Winegard 400MHz line.
Its the fine line that makes
all the difference.
Well gel
lo the point
with
fo -. I
Ipencil
rxir.e it for achoi
tt(-':'3.'',:''l lo hod ui how
can tc
Ihr ()ugh nyou!

NEGARD

I
CA-V

DIVISION

SALES OFFICES .PO Box 329. Monloominyvill, •I'A l89ft
(215) 822-6/31
•
(8(X))
",
SEE US AT THE WESTERN SHOW
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Putting Computers To Work
In Follow Up Systems Design
By Ron Gunn, technical director of television, Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
omputers are commonly used to lay out larger trunks
and systems in the CATV and MATV world, but they
aren't commonly used for the follow-up jobs that
come later and later and later (forever and ever). A
microcomputer can really help with that smaller
class of job, but it helps best only if it is set up to take advantage of
the things it can do that a calculator can't.
The thousands of people charged with system expansion and
maintenance deserve major assistance over the long haul, and
microcomputers can help them. We go into this knowing that in
systems work, the designer always suffers, because the better
the system works, the less visible he is to any customer or any
level of management.

How Should A Microcomputer Do It?
What should a microcomputer do for you in follow-up design?
First, it should provide graphics to tell you what cables, distances
and components you are working with. Try that on a hand
calculator! On a computer you can get a picture, and everyone
knows that a picture is worth lk words. When you can see a
captioned graphic it all comes together. You don't make mistakes
when the picture is right there in frpnt of you.
Second, cable and system tap attenuation factors should be
stored for use when needed, and then appear, automatically.
Input of cable type and length should be enough to define any
cable loss. Input of simple parameters should define the tap to be
used.
Third, overall system minimum limits should automatically
appear and should allow achoice of continuing on, or providing
amplification at that point. You should know when your
predetermined limits have been reached and should have
complete control of the choices you have available to continue
your analysis of the situation.
All of these attributes should appear in addition to the
accuracy and precision that you expect of a digital calculating
machine, be it called computer, calculator or abacus.

It Already Exists
A program that does CATV drop calculations with graphics.
stored attenuation factors and dynamic designer options already
exists, and it is in the public domain!The program is called, simply
December 1981/65

Look into the new Sylvania converter
and you'll see the future.
Operator programmed Channel.
Inhibit will efiminate
both audio and
Ï-7,video on
or all
1 channels.

Built-in software
provides fo
addition of a
scriber Respônse
option for up to 100
separate response
entries.

Brown-out protection feature restores
converter operation even after line
voltage drops
below 102 VAC.

When you select aconverter, you shouldn't
just ask what it can do for you now;
you sould find out whether it will keep
up wfth the changing needs of cable
television tomorrow
Look into the Sylvania 4040 Set
Top Converter and 4042 Wireless Remote
Control. This handsome, ruggedly Wilt
400 MHz programmable unit uses
low-power microcofnputers for all functions like no other unit on the market.
Your cusiqmer may store and recall
16 favorite értennels, clear entries made by
mistake, and change channels one step
at atime witfra single button.

Light touch, spillproof keyboard has
ashield to protect
emicrocomputer
inst static electricity.

In-band iiescrambler has afieldproven sync suppréetion method
and can descramble
any or all channels.

VVirele ssL
-te
control option will
perform all functions except security code entry for
channel inhibit.
Constant current
generator insures
no loss in remote
control functions
until the batteiy
exhausted.

In the future, you'll
be able to add an
addressability option that lets you
control subscriber'
s
service from a
tral office.
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SYLVAINIA

Plug-in modular
design allows you
to chAnge options
without soldering
or unsoldering
wires.

The Wireless Remote and Set Top
, Converter is deigned to last well into the
future, too, with built-in surge pr tection
and alarge heat sink to keep
t
Top unit cook The tligitally-cont
ed,
phase-lock loop frequency synthesizer
eliminates the need for fine tuning.
For more information, contact yo r
local Sylvania CATV sales office, orhorie
'oili free (800) 351-2345 within the
ntinental U.S., except Texas. From Alask,
Hawaii and Texas, call (915) 591-3555
collect. In Canada, call our distributor, MicoSat Communications at (416) 839-5182.
This is aconverter that really has afuture.
CATV
Transmission Systems

See us at the Western CATV Show at Booth #115, Dec

2-4

enough, "tap", and it will accurately assist you in the neverending task of keeping your cable system current with the latest
changes, all the while keeping track of the signal level for you.
Tap runs as is in any BK or larger Commodore PET or CBM
microcomputer with cassette input. No printer is used and disk is
optional. The program could be translated to your Apple or Radio
Shack, but you will spend afair amount of time doing it, because
of the absolute incompatibility of microcomputer graphics. This
program has a lot of them.

Figure 2

CHAH 13
.5N 35DB

33.3
I FFT

I

150FT

What You Get
You will be able to select the correct tap from your trunk to any
length drop that it can drive. When an amplifier is required to
maintain minimum system levels, you will be told. See Figure 1for
the basic tap graphic.
When you specify atap point, you will be shown the correct tap
that must be used to maintain system levels to the point of
delivery. If a different cable will make the difference, you will be
able to try it on the screen and see. From CATV to MATV, tap
calculations will be easier and alternatives more obvious when
you can see them on the screen.

NOW,

ABOUT THE TAP:
CABLE TYPE:
(.50)(.5N)(412)(11F)(11)(59)
HEW TRUNK (S), NEXT LEG (N),
FLAT LOSS (L )., GAIN (G)?
A trunk cable has been specified and its length given. Do you
want a tap here, or one of the other choices?

Figure 1

TRUNK

output trunk level will be calculated.

TAP Design Complete
OUT

IN
TAP

TRUNK CABLE USED:
.5N)(412)(11F)(11)(59)

Looking at Figure 3, you now see: the input signal strength, the
type and length of trunk cable, the device input and output trunk
signal level, the tap number, the type and length of cable on the
tap, and the signal strength at the end of the drop cable.
Figure 3 shows a starting trunk level of +35. Looking 150 ft.
down the .5N trunk, the level is 33.3. An FFT-20 is located there
and the trunk level at the output of the tap is 32.8. Looking at the
drop, at the end of 85 ft of RG11 foam the level is 11.5.
Figure 3

The tap graphic. You are looking from left to right out the cable
system. The contents of the box are up to you.

Starting
The tap program is set up for minimum trunk levels of +10 and
minimum final drop levels of +9. Both of these parameters can be
changed when you start. You will also get to choose the output
level at which agc type amplifiers would be assumed to operate.
When these system choices are made, you are ready to do
design work. Get out your lance, we are looking for windmills!
The Figure 1graphic now comes up. You are on the trunk line,
looking out from left to right. The input trunk line is shown, then a
circuit element with an auxiliary outlet, then the output trunk line.
These are the elements that tap has been created to help you
manipulate.

Putting Labels on the Graphic
The first questions launch you into it: what is your input signal
level, what kind of cable are you using, and how far is it to your
next circuit element?
Looking at Figure 2, you now see: input signal level, trunk
cable type, length of trunk cable run, and the signal level at the
end of that run (the input of your next circuit device).
At this point you get to choose what is next: specify a NEW
TRUNK; go past the circuit element to the NEXT LEG of this trunk;
put in some FLAT LOSS; specify some GAIN; or define a tap by
entering the CABLE TYPE to be used.
If you are indeed designing in a tap, input the cable type and
you will be asked for the length. The correct TAP will show and the

CHAN 13
.5N 35DB

373.3

>>

32.8DB
.20

15OFT
11.5DB

S5FT

11F

NEW PARAMETER RESTART (N)
HEW TRUNK & LEVEL RESTART (S)
REPEAT THIS TRP (R)
OR CUMULATIVE CONTINUE (C)?
A tap cable type and its length have been input. With that
information, the above display will come up. This tap has been
designed.
Choices now are: NEW PARAMETER RESTART, which is the
same as typing RUN; NEW TRUNK & LEVEL RESTART, which
puts you on another trunk cable; REPEAT THIS TAP if you want to
try it over with another cable type or cable length; CUMULATIVE
CONTINUE if you want to accept what you see and go on to the
next circuit element.
If you do decide to accept that one and go on, the remaining
trunk line level is transferred to the left (input) of the graphic, and
you get to go on to the next element in the system from there. You
can trace a leg of the system to its end, putting in gain, loss and
December 1981/67

With SAM Iat your side,
you're ready for any kind of
signal analysis situation that
comes down the cable. This
superior measurement system
handles amplitudes from -40
dBmV to +60 dBmV with an
accuracy of ±0.5 dB. A built-in
calibration system assures that
accuracy by letting you
calibrate SAM at operating
temperature, with the same
jumper you'll be using for tests.
The five-band tuning dial gives
1MHz resolution from 4MHz to
300 MHz (400 MHz optional).

There's also a UHF (470-890
MHz) option.
But SAM does more than
precisely measure signal levels.
Flip a switch and the meter
reads hum, 0.5 to 5%. SAM is
also a 5-100 volt AC/DC
voltmeter. There's even a
spectrum analyzer option for
full-range sweeping at 2Hz to
40 Hz (or manual).
For all its versatility and
precision, SAM is a
hardworking tool. Its sealed
aluminum case and backprinted lexan front panel can

take all the weather and hard
use your technicians can dish
out. Isn't it time you got on a
first name basis? Contact
Wavetek today and get
acquainted with SAM I.
Wavetek Indiana, Inc., 5805
Churchman, PO. Box 190, Beech
Grove, IN 46107. Phone Toll Free
800-428-4424. In Indiana (317)
787-3332. TWX: 810-341-3226.

W AVETŒ K
MID STATE

See us at the Western Show at Booths #1006, #1008, and #1110.

taps as needed in the system design.
Loss is included so you can walk your way down acable and
can put in flat (frequency independent) insertion losses for
passives to keep track of your levels as you go.

When You Run Out of Gas
When you see the trunk level getting low, you can select aspot
for an amplifier. The screen will look like Figure 4. As you can see,
there are two ways to specify amplifier gain. If you are running
agc amplifiers on a main trunk line, you said what the output level
was when you were starting up. You will select that output level
with a Y and go on.
If you are on afeeder line, you will want to specify the gain of a
fixed-gain amplifier. Select G and then put in the dB gain. The

amplified level will appear on the screen for you to work with.
Sometimes you will involuntarily run out of gas. If you cut your
cable, the signal that poured out wouldn't even drip on the floor. If
you drop below the overall system level you have specified, you
will have to accept the resulting out-of-spec levels or you will
have to add gain.
This choice is clearly defined as you can see in Figure 5. The
only other choice is to go back to the last system element and
modify it to give you more to work with.
Figure 5
CHAN

13
.5N 35DB

7.
I FFT

Figure 4

.5N 18DB

25eTIFT

17.7
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25FT ---->

TRUNK LEVEL BELOW RANGE. YOU ARE AT
THE LAST TAP LOCATION. YOU CAN ACCEPT
THE LEVEL SHOWN <A), OR YOU CAN
INSERT GRIN (G)?

•
DO YOU WANT THE STANDARD AMPLIFIER
OUTPUT OF
35 DBMV HERE <Y), OR DO
YOU WANT TO SPECIFY SOME GAIN (G)?
Gain has been requested. A trunk agc amplifier can be put in,
or any fixed-gain amplifier can be specified.

You have ignominiously run out of gas. The trunk level at the
input to this circuit is too low.
If you do specify some gain, then you get to say what the next
distance on the trunk will be. In Figure 6, 25 dB of gain has been
specified and the length to the next circuit element is being asked

THE SYSTEM SAVERS
Filters from the Compleat Trapper
VHF -UHF CATV

1 Week Delivery

-Channel Deletion

-Co-channel

-Channel Clean-up

-Full Transponder Band

-Adjacent Channel

-Single Transponder BRF

-RF Offenders

-IF-BPF

70 MHz
820 MHz
1200 MHZ

1 Week Delivery

Ask for CAN catalog C/80 and Earth Station catalog MTV/81.

Mr-

MiCq0WAVE MIXER
72 Hour Delivery

coman', inc.

6743 !Chine St. East Syracuse, NY 13057

1 Week Delivery

U.S.

NY/Hawaii/Alaska/Canada

TWX

Toll Free 1-800-448-1666

Collect 1-315-437-3953

710-541-0493

In Switzerland CATEC 041/23 90 56, Europe: Holland HF TRANSMISSIE TECHNIEK By., Telex 45046 Tel. 08385-17231
In Canada: NOMPEC, Montreal-514-322-5540, COMMUNICATIONS EQUITY, Ontario-416-495-1030, TECH COMM SALES, NC., Burnaby, B.C. V5J1E5, Tel: 604-437-6122
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NOW SHOWING
Prodelin's
FIVE METER ANTENNA
STARRING IN

EARTH STATION

r'ep.

FEATURING
SEGMENTED FIBERGLASS CONSTRUCTION
EASY INSTALLATION
HIGH EFFICIENCY CASSEGRAIN
OR PRIME FOCUS FEEDS
AND INTRODUCING
STABLE AZ/EL
MOUNT

PRODUCED BY

P.0

Box 131,

Nights(own, NJ
(609) 448-2600

THE CRITICS SAY:
"BEST PERFORMANCE OF
THE YEAR" — NY GLOM
"SEGMENTED CONSTRUCTION
CUTS SHIPPING, HANDLING,
AND INSTALLATION COSTS" —
110.`;ION IIMES

"TRULY STATE-OF-THE-ART
PERFORMANCE AT 416 GHz,
44.5 dB GAIN, IN PLANE OR
DUAL RECEIVE -ONLY, AND
TRANSMIT/RECEIVE
CONFIGURATION" —
SAN FRANCISCO HERALD

•••
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1320
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690
1700
1710
1720
1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830
1840
1850
1860
1870
1880
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190

IFO=OTHEN1150
PRINT:INPUT"HOW LONG, IN FT
EIMMr,R
06teSTR$(R)+"FT
"+1)$+"
"
REM
CALCULATE
K=(D*C)+(O4R)
FORI43TOOSTEP-1
IFS-(K+POO)),FITHEN1400
00101410
X=I:Ie0
NEXT
M1=S-(K+PO(X)):M5=FNY(M1)
M2=S-(.(C*D)+PL(X)):M6=FNY(M2)
07$=STRt(P(X))+"
"
00SUB1010
05$=STR$(M5)+"DB
".G2t-=STRt(M6)+"DB
GOSUB970

Power-Passing
Splitters, Directional Couplers
Power Inserters &Equalizers

"

5to 400 MHz

GosuBiwo

IFRIGHTt(STRt(R),1) ="1"THEN1530
IFX=OTHENGOSUB1770
IFX=OTHEN1730
IFM2<SMTHENGOSUB1770
IFM2<SMTHEN1730
PRINT"elneelneelel
NEW PARAMETER RESTART (N)"
PRINT"NEW TRUNK & LEVEL RESTART (S)"
PRINT"
REPEAT THIS TAP (R)"
INPUT"
OR CUMULATIVE CONTINUE (C)
CillirM$111%=LEFT$(Nt,1)
IFN$="N"THEN180
IFN$="S"THEN370
IFN$="R"THEN1720
IFN$<>"C"THENEND
LS=M2:REM TAKE 116 FOR ROUNDED #
GOSUB2460
GOSUBB80
SeM2:GOSUB1030
LN=FNY(S):LT=0
Glt=C$+" "+STR$CLN>+"DB
we="
":O5te"
TAP "
GOSUB970
G7$="FFT
"
SOSUB1010
6010410
05$="
" GOT01140
PRINT: PRINTOUT OF RANGE; PLEASE ADJUST FIND "
PRINT"TRY AGAIN. PRESS ANY KEY."
GETZt:IF2t="THEN1750
00101140
REM OUT OF RANGE
GOSUB1030
PRINT" (THIS OUT-OF-RANGE CHOICE WILL LE"
PRINT"ACCEPTED IF CABLE-FT ENDS IN'1')"
RETURN
PRINT"nWHIS CHTV PROGRAM GIVES LEVELS AND "DV ."
PRINT"VALUES FOR CHAN 13 OPERATION." :PRINT
PRINT"(CHAN 2 IF TRUNK CABLE TYPE HAS"
PRINT"LEADING *)IE: *.5N":FRINT
PRINT"IT ASSUMES +9DBMV AT THE END"
PRINT"OF EACH DROP CABLE."
PRINT:PRINT"IT WILL BALK WHEN TRUNK LEVELS GET"
PRINT"DOWN TO +10DBMV."
PRINT:PRINT"IF +9 AND +10 ARE OK,
PRESS RETURN." PRINT
PRINT"OTHERWISE ENTER ACTUAL LEVEL WANTED AT"
INPUT"END OF DROP CABLE
GIMMIPRD$
ReV8L(RD$):IFFIOOTHEN1950
R-e9:SM=10:00701960
INPUT"DESIRED TRUNK MINIMUM (DBMV)";SM
PRINT:INPUT"TRUNK ROC AMP OUTPUT LEVEL (DBMV)";DE
RETURN
GOSUB1030
PRINT"TRUNK LEVEL BELOW RANGE. YOU ARE AT"
PRINT"THE LAST TAP LOCATION. YOU CAN ACCEPT"
PRINT"THE LEVEL SHOWN (R), OR YOU CAN"
INPUT" INSERT GRIN (G)
AIMMr;Y$
IFY$="8"THEN780
IFY$="0"THEN2060
GOT01980
Qe="0":Nt="R":D=0:LT=0:LN=FNY(S)
07$="GRIN ":GOSUB1010
Glt<t+STRt(LN)+"DB
GOSUB970
OOSUB1030
00102140
07$="RMP
" GOSUB1010
GOSUB1030
PRINT"DO YOU WANT THE STANDARD AMPLIFIER"
PRINT"OUTPUT OF"DB"DBMV HERE (Y), OR DO"
PRINT"YOU WANT TO SPECIFY SOME GRIN (G)";
INPUT"
YOMMr;Y$:IFY$="Y"THEN2400
Qt="L"
PRINT:PRINT"HOW MUCH GRIN (DB>";:GOT02240

Housing
Dimensions
4.80" L
x4.50" W
x2.25" H

Features:
Zinc die-cast housing
with excellent weatherresistant properties.
Stainless-steel inserts
prevent thread damage
to cable entry ports and
provide a shoulder for
heat-shrink tubing.
Environmental seal
and RFI/EMI integrity
provided by a Duosil
gasket. Corrosionresistant chromate and
thermo-setting acrylic
finish meets or exceeds
military spec No. 5507
and the 96 hour, 5%
salt-spray test. Captive,
stainless-steel bolts on
cover plate eliminate
bolt-loss and prevent
bolt rusting.

ED

TAPS
CI FILTERS
El COUPLERS
SPLITTERS
CI SPECIAL AMPLIFIERS
El SWITCH-TRANSFORMERS
CI

Three-Way Splitter
Three-Way
Directional Coupler

ELECTROLINE

Television
Equipment Inc.

8750, 8th Avenue, St -Miche,
Montreal, Que. H1Z 2W4
or phone

collect

(514) 725-2471
Revesentatives across
Canada and the U S A

See us at the Western Show at Booths #2211 and #2213.

Now
you can
substitute
the original
for the
substitutes.
To meet the sharp increase in
demand for CATV amplifiers, some
equipment manufacturers were
forced to modify their specifications
to accommodate substitute hybrid
amplifiers because we couldn't
manufacture our originals fast
enough.
Substitute hybrids have caused
problems for system operators.
Their low dynamic range requires
critical fine tuning. Substitutes
have lower MTBF, experience
frequent breakdowns, and increase
service call hassles and subscriber
complaints. But there's no longer any
reason for you to accept equipment
with lower performing substitutes.

TRW has recently increased production capability eight-fold to meet •
the needs of the entire CATV industry.
And in addition to the tremendous
increase in hybrid production, we've
also made tremendous increases
in performance.

The new CA 5000 Series
"super chip" hybrids have up to
3dB lower distortion, and up
to 2dB better noise figure than
the nearest substitute.
The difference is so dramatic,
we'll be happy to test our hybrids
against any substitutes—you name
the place and the time. You'll
immediately understand why you
should specify and demand TRW
CA 5000 Series hybrids when you
buy amplifiers. The equipment won't
cost you any more. But you'll get a
lot more performance.
Contact TRW Semiconductors
14520 Aviation Blvd., Lawndale,
California 90260, (213) 679- 4561.

TRW SEMICONDUCTORS
An Electronic Components Division of TRW Inc.
See us at the Western Show at Booths #1106 and #1108.

2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2240
2350
2260
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430
2440
2450
2460
2465
2470
2480
2490
2 500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
251;0
2570
2580
5.;Iri
2600
2610
26213
2630
2F=.40
2650
2660
2570
:.80
2F=.90
2700
2710
2720
730
2740
2750
2760
1'770
.
7
'780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2840
READY.

07$="LOSS ":GOSUB1010
00SUB1030
INPUT"HOW MUCH LOSS (DB)'
oummrAG
F10=F10*(-1)001.02250
INPUT"
oimmrAG
07$="
" GOSUE1010
07$="+"+STR$(FIG>
IFSON(R0)=1THEN2290
07$=STR$(A0i
00SUB1010
00bUE1030
LS=S-(11+C)>.+FIG:LS=FNY<LS>
N$="C"
0051J5880 REM CLEAR TITLES
01$=C$+STReLN)+"DB"+" "+STR$fLT)+" ":02$=STRe(LS
03$="
":04$="7
>
".05$="
00SUB970
00SUB1030
S=(S-(D*C))+1=10
GOT0690
S=DB
GOSUB880
03$="'T
'
01$=C$+STR$(S)+"DB" 00SUB970
00SUB1030
00T0690
1$=STRI(LS)
FORI=25TO4STEF-1 PRINT"eleTRE(IiI$
PRINT"1
NEXTI
RETURN
N$="S"
PRINT"n"
0010370
S=S-(D*C) LN=FNV<S)
00SUB1030
00SUB880
Gle=C$+STR$ LN)+"DB
00SUB970
0010690
REM HERE I3 TAP DATA. FIRST NAME,
THEN LOSS TO THE TRP, THEN TRUNK
REM THRU LOSS. SEE LINE 2610 FOR
THE PRECISE FORMAT.
DATF14,3.5,3.5
DATA4,0.5,24.5,7,6.7,3.6,10,10.4
DATR1.6,14,14,1.1,17,17.1,.7
DRTA20,20,.5,23,23,.4
DRT826,26,.4,29,29,.4
DATA32,732,.4,35,35,.4
DATR38,38,.4,41,41,.4
REM NOTE: DATA ON THE LOWEST TAP
IS DUPLICATED. THAT IS IMPORTANT AND
REM IS DONE SO THAT FIN IN-RANGE
AND AN CUT-CF-RANGE LOWEST TAP CAN
REM BE PROVIDED.
IFC$=".50"THENC=B2
IFC$=".5H"THENC=B1
TFC$="412"THENC=B3
IFC$="11F"THENC=B4
IFC$="11"THENC=B5
IFC$="59"THENC=B6
RETURN
IFe=".50"THENO=B2
IFQ$=".5N"THENO=B1
IFGa="412"THENG=B3
IFQ$="11F"THENQ=B4
IFe="11"THENO=B5
IFQ$="530 THENQ=B6
RETURN

Ron Gunn has served as technical director of television at the
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory for eight years. His
articles have appeared in Radio-electronics, 73, CO,
compute and Educational Industrial Television. Gunn would
like to thank three of his colleagues in the electronics
department of the Lawerence Livermore National Laboratory,
Dick Ruler, Ken Wyman and Don Davis, for their data,
constructive criticism and interest in this software project.
Gunn will provide acassette copy of the TAP program that is
guaranteed to load into PET/ CBM for $5 postpaid and is
interested in learning about efforts to convert the TAP program
to other computers. Gunn can be contacted at Box 5504, L-20,
Livermore, California 94550.

Only

"MARQUEE"
MODEL CG-800

$4,225°°
ONEDAGELIKETHIS!

BESTON ELECTRONICS,
OLATHE, KANSAS
:TH

A SLIGHT

CHANCE

OF

DŒEPAGESLIKETHS!
v
*.tm Bfie,
on enc.,

INC.

THUNDERSH

E"

Jammew" -°°°
YOUR

COMMERCIAL STATE BANK
309 BROAD STREET
442-2000
HOME TOWN INDEPENDENT

BANK

LOANS FOR ANY GOOD REASON
AUTO - PERSONAL - BUSINESS
HOME IMPROVEMENT - TRAVEL
Crawl line is standard
with keyboard entry
ntertaced
to NOAA

COLOR DIGITAL
WEATHER/ MESSAGE
AFFORDABLEBYDESIGN

Only $4,225°° COMPLETE: Including the cost of a factory
wired and tested HEATHKIT WEATHER COMPUTER!
BEI has interfaced the
CG-800 "Marquee" to the
Heathkit digital weather
computer for a low cost
color digital weather and
message channel.

CHECK THESE STANDARD FEATURES:
• Keyboard
• Four message Miges
• Crawl line will- 000

haracters

• RS.170 Color Sync S iem
• Color background geo eat°,
• Autornabc centering
• Page by Page tr':piay rime
• Random page esPlay
• AND MORE
P.O. Box 937-Olathe, Kansas 66061
Toll Free 1-800-255-6226
In Kansas 913 764-1900
TWX 910-749-6401

See us at the Western Show at Booths #1540 and #1541.

%
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In a recent CableVision reader survey
conducted by the
Opinion Research Corporation, CableVision was
proclaimed the undisputed
leader in cable news and information.
•2 out of 3 subscribers said they
would select CableVision as their only
source of cable TV industry information!
•77% of those surveyed keep CableVision for
reference to articles and advertisements!
•About twice as many CableVision subscriber; over
all other cable publicatiors rate CableVision as the
'best in industry coverage and presentations in all areas!
CABLEVISION—Your best source for cable industry news
and Info-motion.
To subscribe, call ,rwrite:
Cat Vision
Circuati - iDept.
P.O. Box t•100 TA.
Denver, CO 80217
303-573-1433

December 1981/75

CATV SYSTEMS

AND SUPPLIES

800-338-9292
IN MICHIGAN 800-682-7140

KLUNGNESS ELECTRONIC SUPPLY INC., 107 KENT ST., PO BOX 885, IRON MOUNTAIN MI 49801

YOUR SINGLE SOURCE FOR COMPLETE
CATV SYSTEMS, SUPPLIES AND SERVICE
Let KES assist you in the development, construction
and maintenance of your entire CATV system.
Whether you are constructing anew cable television
system, rebuilding an existing one, or installing a
satellite receiving earth station — KES can arrange
everything, starting right here at the headend ....

/8 CHANNEL
OFF AIR

SYSTEM
SATELLJTE
4.6 METER DISH

CHANNELS

4
PROCESSOR'S REÇUVER
SaA.6150
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See us at the Western Show at Booth #1224.
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Phasecom Is
Now Delivering
the Industry's
FIRST
SAW Filter
Heterodyne
Processor
E

l SAW

STANDBY

CARRIER LEVEL

CARRIER

FILTER
OUTPUT

o

•

o

AURAL
•

PHASECOM CORP

First...and foremost. A heterodyne processor with the performance and reliability
virtues of the Surface Acoustic Wave Filter.
We're delivering them now in production
quantities to cable systems across the
country.
The SAW Filter did so well in our high
performance modulators that we incorporated it in our processors as well. Now,
the Model 2306 Heterodyne Processor's
±0.5dB video passband response and
i
-25nsec. group delay provide greater than
ever signal transparency and drift-free adjacent channel rejection of better than 65dB.
And while we were at it, we added some
extra interface versatility. Like external
IF links for emergency alert access, and
remote enabling of the internal standby
carrier. Add this to our unique "Automatic
Notch Control" circuits for control of the
visual/aural carrier ratio and the 2000
Series reputation for exceptional reliability, and you'll see why it's not only first
...but foremost.
Call today for price & delivery. You'll be
pleasantly surprised!

2306

PHASECOM CORP.

The Headend Experts

J.

6365 Arizona Circle
Los Angeles, CA 90045
(213) 641-3501
Telex: 181899

112

Out Of Sync
"Out of Sync" is aservice provided by Communications Engineering Digest to our subscribers. We
will help you locate answers to all technical questions
submitted. On urgent problems, or problems lacking
in essential detail, CED may respond to you by phone
prior to publication.
Names and locations will not be published without
written authorization. Send your questions, and
possible solutions, to "Out of Sync," Communications Engineering Digest. Titsch Publishing, Inc.,
2500 Curtis Street, Denver, Colorado 80205.

Q

We have a service call probl em th at i
s a bi todd.

At first,

..it appears to be a standard problem; a snowy picture

you to formulate a simple procedure to check signal-tonoise, and Ishall add cross-mod. Can you recommend an

inexpensive spectrum analyzer?

A

M

We cannot recommend any spe ci f
ic

ma

ke

or

mo del

of

a spectrum analyzer. Many are available, and all are good,

although not all are inexpensive. The simplest and most accurate
procedures for checking signal-to-noise on asystem use either a
spectrum analyzer or an accurate signal-level meter. Measurement is easily accomplished by reading and recording the level
(amplitude) of the modulated visual carrier. The carrier is then
turned off. Without changing frequency of the test equipment,
remove attenuation until you receive an indication that can be
measured. The ratio of (differere in level between) these two
level measurements is then corrected for bandwidth of the test
equipment. The instruction book will give correction factors. The
result is the signal-to-noise ratio. The figure below illustrates this
type S/N measurement.

caused by low system levels. The low band is affected more
than the high, with Channel 2 the worst. Now the odd part. If
Measuring Signal
Amplitude
enter Frequency

you disconnect the cable at the set for a reading you will get a
good level; hooking it back on the set will now yield a good
picture. In fact, we have found that disturbing the drop at any
point for a reading will restore picture guaIity. With level
restored we cannot confirm the location of the fault and it will
recur in a few days. Our repair procedure is to replace drop
fittings at the pole first. If it recurs, we replace fittings on
ground block and splitters. There have been stubborn cases
where ground blocks, splitters, converters and drop wire
replacement were necessary.
We use only one manufacturer's cable, and Ihave noted
that sometimes the center conductor has a tarnish-type
coating. Is it possible that some form of electrolysis is set up

Modulated Signal

between cable and passive drop line devices? Even though
we are dealing in microvolts, the cable and passives are
dissimilar metals. Disturbance of the line causes, if you will,

— war4Priai/Roo,

With Carrier On

miniature surges that temporarily break down the electrolysis. When the junction forms again, the problem is back.
We can service this problem for our subscribers, but an
explanation of it will settle what seems like a mystery. We
also have had four similar problems on feeder cables which
are from the same manufacturer. Can you tell us if we are on
the right track for an answer?

M
A

You could be experiencing acorrosion proble m cause dby
a current passing through dissimilar metals. However, you
must also be getting moisture in the junctions. To help isolate the
problem, we suggest that you try to make the connections
moisture-proof with shrink tubing, rubber boots or tape. This
should eliminate the problem. Silicone grease should be used on
all connector threads.
Try this first on some drops where the problem has occurred. If
the problem does not recur, extend the sealing to existing and
new connectors.

Q

am working for a CATV company in Po rt- au -P ri
nce ,
%go Haiti, with only two channels: 2 and 4. We do not have

any off-the-air programs. Most of our programs are either
from local origination or from videocassette. With two
channels, we should not have too many problems as far as
cross-mod, second order, etc. One thing we have not been
doing at all, and for which I am looking for a simple
procedure, is measuring signal-to-noise ratios. Iwould like

iideiefewee
eemegskrem

Measure Noise
Amplitude

With Carrier Off

Example:

Signal Amplitude =-. +30 dBmV
Noise Amplitude = -27 dBmV
Uncorrected S/N/R--57 dB

Adding test equipment bandwidth
correction to above number will give
actual signal-to-noise ratio.
December 1981/83

People Hem
*Fred Raymond McDevitt has been
appointed to the newly created position of
vice president, technical operations of
Warner Amex Cable Communications.
McDevitt will be responsible for the
management of Warner Amex's Corporate engineering functions, including
future systems engineering for such
major metropolitan areas as Dallas,
Houston, Cincinnati, Pittsburgh and the
greater St. Louis and Chicago areas.
A recognized authority in fiber optics
technology. McDevitt joined Warner
Amex from International Telephone and
Telegraph, where he was director of the
Fiber Optics Laboratory of ITT's Electro Optical Products Division. He also served
at the Harris Corporation from 1968 to
1978 as program manager for engineering progams. McDevitt is a graduate of
Auburn University where he earned a
B.S.E.E. in 1966 and an M.S.E.E. in 1968.

Fred Raymond McDevitt
*Viacom Cablevision of Long Island
has announced the appointment of
Stephen Spyker as chief engineer.
Spyker has been a free-lance television
consultant since 1978.
* Steve Gautereaux has become operations manager for Cox Cable San
Diego. Gautereaux's responsibilities
include system development, inventory,
plant maintenance and staff engineering.
Gautereaux formerly managed the administrative department.
First employed with the company 15
years ago, Gautereaux has steadily
advanced in supervisory and managerial
positions in construction, installation,
inventory and system development. He
now reports directly to the general
manager.
86/December 1981

Steve Gautereaux
* Storer Cable Communications has
appointed Neal Allan Olmstead director
of the New Services Department. In this
newly created position, Olmstead will be
responsible for the development of nonentertainment services, including security, data and text retrieval, energy management, home shopping and electronic
banking.
Most recently, Olmstead was general
manager for Storer's Altamonte Springs,
Florida, system. Prior to joining Storer,
Olmstead was assistant general manager
of American Television and Commi. •iication's Orlando, Florida, system
In another move at Storer, Leslie
Easterling has been appointed manager
of system standards. She wil/ monitor the
company's franchise requirements to
assure that Storer systems comply with
ordinance provisions on an on-going

Replacing Vallender in Madison Heights
will be Scott Westerman, aformer radio
broadcast industry operations manager.
Also a 1976 Michigan State University
graduate, Westerman obtained his broadcast experience at radio stations in East
Lansing and Cadillac, Michigan.
In another development, Robert J.
Austin has been named chief technician
for Continental Cablevision's Roseville
system.
Austin is assuming the top technical
position from Richard B. Smith who is
transferring to Continental's new Southfield franchise. Austin, who transferred to
Continental Cablevision of Roseville from
Continental in Jackson, Michigan, was
instrumental in the technical development of the system from initial construction through serving the needs of the
9,000 customers currently receiving
cable TV programming.
Austin has received graduation certificates as CATV technician and chief
technician through the National Cable
Television Institute.
* Richard Wadman has been promoted
to regional manager of MDS operations
for Colony Productions, Ltd., asubsidiary
of Colony Communications, Inc.
Wadman replaces Jeffrey Wayne.
who was recently promoted to national
sales manager for Colony Communications. Colony Productions distributes the
Home Box Office signal in Boston and
Springfield, Massachusetts, and Providence, Rhode Island, via over-the-air
multipoint distribution service.

basis
*Continental Cablevision has appointed certain individuals to key system
management and regional staff positions
in Michigan. The appointments were
made in anticipation of substantial growth
in the Detroit area, according to Jeffrey T.
Delorme, Southeastern Michigan regional
manager.
Jerald Vallender, formerly systems
manager for the company's Madison
Heights franchise, has been assigned to
the City of Southfield cable television
system construction project as construction supervisor. A Continental employee
for five years, with more than ten years
experience in the cable television industry, Vallender has established new
regional construction headquarters in
Oak Park, Michigan.

Richard Wadman

Classifieds

catv

PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS

"Leader in the Placement of Cable Television Professionals"
Call Toll Free 1-800-433-2160
LEAD TECHNICIAN/OREGON
$18,000
CHIEF TECH/CALIFORNIA
Open
CHIEF TECH/NORTH CAROLINA
$20,000
SENIOR TECH/FLORIDA
S
22,000

$7.50 per hour
$20s

MAINTENANCE TECH/OREGON
CHIEF TECH/GULF COAST
TECH/NEW JERSEY

$16.000

HEADEND TECH/OREGON
LINE TECH/PENNSYLVANIA

S16,000

$15,000
$20,000
$40K+ ++
$35K+
$25K
$40-45K
$28K+
S25-30K
$32K

LINE FOREMAN/EAST COAST
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING/NEW ENGLAND
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING/NEW ENGLAND
PLANT ENGINEER/SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
FRANCHISING ENGINEER/NEW ENGLAND
REGIONAL ENGINEER/SOUTHEAST
PLANT ENGINEER/FLORIDA
PLANT ENGINEER/ILLINOIS
CORPORATE ENGINEER/ILLINOIS
CORPORATE ENGINEER/WISCONSIN
FEES PAID

CONFIDENTIAL
PROFESSIONAL

$30K
S
35K
$30-40K
S
34K

FRANCHISING ENGINEER/DENVER
RADIO FREQUENCY ENGINEER/NEW ENGLAND

$7.50 per hour
$9.00 per hour

TECHNICIAN/TEXAS
TECHNICIAN/CALIFORNIA

$18.000
S18,000

MANAGER TECH/TEXAS
MANAGER TECH/OKLAHOMA

JIM YOUNG 8( ASSOCIATES, INC.
P 0 Box

79089

Fr 'NORTH TX 761

7 `e

Call day, evenings or weekends for information about these and other opportunities
In Texas call collect 817-236-7187

MAJOR BUILD
LAS VEGAS, NV

Times Mirror Cable Television will immediately begin the major build of the Las
Vegas system. More than 2,000 miles of
400-MHz, two-way plant will be constructed utilizing the Oak Addressable
Total Control System. Supervisory Personnel are needed at various levels of
construction, installation and technical
functions. Experience, academic proficiency and strong administrative skills
are required. Please send resume, salary
history, references and desired area of
emphasis to:

Community Cablevision
900 South Commerce
Las Vegas, NV 89106

SUBSCRIBE

TO

CED
ENGINEERING • TECHNICIANS
OPERATIONS • FRANCHISING
SYSTEM MANAGEMENT
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

C
igri R

CAREER
MARKETING
ASSOCIATES

Jan Sather
Cable Television Specialist
5031 South Ulster
Suite 430
Denver, Colorado 80237
(303) 779-8890

TECHNICIANS/ENGINEERS
Jones Intercable, Inc. is looking for you! If
you have ever considered an association with a company which recognizes
individuals for their contributions, and a
company which has shown marked
growth, yet keeps a close relationship
with all employees, then Jones Intercable could be the company you are
looking for.
For more information, send your resume,
short letter or call:

JONES INTERCABLE, INC.
5275 D.T.C. Parkway
Englewood, Colorado 80111
(303) 740-9700
Attn: Al Kernes,
Director of Engineering
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aassifieds
Employment Opportunities HelpWanted

ara

Associated
Recruiters
Agency, Inc.
CARL
CHUCK
DENNIS
SCOTT
OLIVER MORRIS THOMAS WARREN

We are here to interface
your needs with
career opportunities in Telecommunications
Call us or send your resume today!
Executive and technical placements in
the Telecommunications Industry

ENGINEERING

RMT
ENGINEERING

AND TECHNICAL SALES

POSITIONS
We

specialize

in

the

placement

of

Technical

Engineers with Television

Stations,

Cable

TV,

Satellite

Pro-

grammers Et Networks, P•y TV,
Manufacturs• ,, Industrial TV. CCTV,
Production Houses b Dealers. Also,
technical sales with Manufacturers Et

$3,000,000.00
Placed.

in

Salaried

Employee

Et

Positions

PHONE

4114

RESUME

Alan Korrush

(B) Programming practices and strategies. Research, publication, and public
service expected.

625 E TAYLOR AVENUE

CALIFORNIA 94086
(408) 733-4830

1717)287 9635

K EY SYSTEMS
106 new br,dge center, longston, pa. 18704 r

e

For Information on
Classified Advertising
Contact Suzanne Sparrow
(303) 573-1433
88/December 1981

(Academic year, full time, tenure stream
appointment). Teaching at the undergraduate and graduate levels in one or
both of the following areas:

60-DAY WARRANTY
10-15 DAYS TURNAROUND

SUNNYVALE,

inquiries invited.

TELECOMMUNICATION
AS
SISTANT PROFESSOR

(A) Application and impact of telecommunication technology,

FOR PRICES WRITE TO

Employer

(714)-279-4781

CATV/MATV REPAIRS

Dealers. All levels, positions b locations nationwide. Employers pay all
fees -confidential, professional. Over

8388 Vickers Street
Suite 207
San Diego, CA 92111

Ph.D. required with evidence of effective
teaching capability in large and small
classes. Academic background and
research in the application and impact
of telecommunication technology.
Position available September 1, 1982.
Send application materials by December 31, 1981 to:
Dr. Thomas Muth, Chairperson,
Faculty Search Committee,
Department of Telecommunication,
412 Communications Arts and
Sciences Bldg.,
Michigan State University
East Lansing, MI 48824
(517) 355-8372
MSU is an affirmative action
equal opportunity institution.

SALES ENGINEERING POSITIONS

People make
the difference!
1-800-231-2784
TOLL FREE
DIRECTOR
PRODUCT ENGINEERING

S/DOK

RF DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEER

$40K

MANUFACTURING
ENGINEERS

$30K

FIELD ENGINEERS

$28K

CORPORATE SYSTEM
ENGINEER

$35K

DESIGN MANAGER

$32K

SYSTEM DESIGNERS

$25K

DISTRICT SALES MANAGER

$45K

SALES ENGINEERS

$35K

CHIEF TECHS

$20K

TECHNICIANS

$18K

MARKETING DIRECTOR
NATIONAL TRAINING
DIRECTOR

$40K

GENERAL MANAGERS
NATIONAL ACCOUNT
MANAGER

(11
-1
11

$40K
$35K
$25K

CABLE
CAREER
CONSULTANTS

HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT CENTER

2020 North Loop West/Suite 113
Houston, Texas 77018

Tremendous Opportunity
To Sell High Technology
CATV Equipment 84 Systems!
When you are selling Jerrold Div. of GENERAL INSTRUMENT'S line
of products and systems, half of your sales effort will already be
completed. Jerrold is the industry leader and pioneer of such
state-of-the-art CATV equipment as the System 400, multi-channel
expansion system and the STARCOM multitier pay product line.
You'll be dealing with the corporate officers and engineers of major CATV companies and system chains. Successful product acceptance and resultant growth have created openings for dynamic
individuals in the following areas:

DISTRICT SALES MANAGERS

Mid-Atlantic States District (PA, NJ, RI, & DE) Southwest
District (Texas, OK) West Coast District (CA, Ore., Wash.)
Denver Area District
Reporting to the Regional Sales Manager, your major responsibility will encompass the direction and supervision of all sales activities/personnel in your assigned District. Duties will include
overall sales planning, forecasting, competitive analysis, reporting
and budgeting. Will also maintain personal contact with senior
management of major accounts within your district.
Position requires relevant sales management experience and a
BSEE or the equivalent. MSEE preferred.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES

Territories Presently Available: New York City; Northern NJ;
Southern NJ & Delaware; Orlando, FL area; Atlanta, GA
area; Columbus OH area; Southern Texas; Denver, CO area.
Will be involved in direct sales to potential accounts and the servicing of secured clients impacting on all engineering installation
and maintenance. Position requires relevant sales background and
a BSEE or the equivalent.
We offer an excellent compensation package, a full range of company benefits, a company car, expenses and a fast track opportunity with a prestigious and growing CATV corporation. Interested
applicants should send their resumes, with salary history/
requirements, or call: Sandra Corry, Dept. CE, Jerrold Division of
GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORP., 2200 Byberry Rd., Hatboro, Pa.
19040, (215) 674.4800. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/V/H.

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

CATV EQUIPMENT REPAIRS
• Line & Dist(

Amplifiers

• Field Strength Meters
• Headend & CCTV Gear
• Fast Turnaround
• Quality Workmanship
• Reasonable Rates
All repairs are
unconditionally guaranteed
For more information call collect

SIGNAL GENERATOR
VideoTech
Service Inc.
CATV

AtATV

CC TV

4505 DW ROSECRANs AVL NUE
HAwTHORNE CALIFORNIA 90250
213 05 3266

Four-channel signal generator for
aligning two-way return equalizers.
Outdoor, dry or nicad battery. Models
SCAG-4-D, -N Write or Phone for details.
Extronlx, Inc.
64 Gough Avenue
ivyland, PA 18974
(215) 672-6644

Subscribe
to

CABLEVisioN
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HelpWanted/ Business Directory

TECHNICAL STAFF ENGINEER
2-Way Cable Experience

United Telecommunications Inc. is seeking to add an engineer to its staff to help in the development, design and/or evaluation ol2-way telecommunications equipment. We need someone who
can apply CATV knowledge in broad-ranging telecommunications applications. The successful
candidate will probably have an engineering degree and will have at least 2years experience in
the design of 21way• cable systems — most likely with amanufacturer.
United Teleco4 located in suburban Kansas City offers ahighly competitive salary and benefits
package as weiras opportunities for personal and professional growth.
If you're interesed in helping to develop the future and want to work in an environment that
encourages, ériegnces and rewards creativity, send your resume including salary history and
requirements, in confidence to:

Warren Soble
UNITED TELECOMMUNICATIONS, INC.
P.O. Box 11315
Kansas City, Missouri 64112

UNITED TELECOM

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer

CHIEF ENGINEER
(Cable)
Possession of a Bachelor's Degree in
Electrical Engineering and 3 years of
professional electrical engineering experience in the cable communications
service industry. Mail resumes to:
Ralph Squires
City of Columbus
Dept. of Energy & Telecommunications
50 West Gay Street, Room 201
Columbus, OH 43215
An E/E/O employer

f
Electrodyn Tuner Corp.
"Professional factory service."

Classifieds
Work for You.

TELE —ENGINEERING CORP.
Englneers and Contractor
FOR QUALITY CABLE
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
• Strandmaps
• System Design

CATV / MATV
Convertors & Amplifiers

• Construction Supervision
• Head End Surveys and Design

—1 Year Warranty-Fast Turn Around Time—

Latest Equipment
Available In Use
"Experts in electronic tuners."
Contact us at:
917 South Rogers Street
Bloomington, IN 47401

(812) 334-1023
1
90/December 1981

CEID

• MW Surveys and Design
• TURNKEY IMPLEMENTATION
As independent turnkey contractor, we
will take your project from conceptual
stages to completion Through selection
of quality system components, we will
deliver a plant of the highest reliability,
performing to the most stringent system
performance specifications.
2 Central Street
Framingham, Massachusetts 01701
(617) 877-6494

ele,z
Jeep jrrtgbale5
Manufacturers Represented:
•Avantek
• Blonder Tongue
•Broadband Engineering
•Catel
*CCS Cable
•Computer Video
•Control Technology
•EEG Enterprises
•Intercept Corp.
•Insulation Systems
•Lindsey Products
•LRC Electronics
•Rediline
•Tripplite
•Onan
•Videotek
•Vitek
7061 So. University, Suite 210
Littleton, CO 80122
(303) 797-7900
(800) 525-8386
7308 North Granby
Kansas City, MO 64151
(816) 741-1354

Ad Index
Alpha Technologies, Ltd.
• Strand Mapping, Make Ready & Engineering.
• Utility Company Coordination.
• Drafting Services and Plate Preparation
for Submission to Utilitiy Companies.
• Right-of-Way Acquisitions.
Let our company be your field engineering service for preliminary surveys and CATV
system make-ready.
National organization, close as your telephone.

Call today toll-free 1-800-431-2806
or 914-592-7240
90 E. Main Street
Elmsford, New York • 10523

NCTI Home Study Courses are the answer.
A full curriculum of courses ranges from
Installer to Chief Technician. Increase
personal competence and company
productivity. ..Write today for the 1980
NCTI Course Catalog.

NATIONAL CABLE
TELEVISION INSTITUT E

on

RO. Box 27277
Denver, CO 80M
(303) 697-4967

3

Antenna Development
& Manufacturing

84

Antenna Technology Corporation
Avantek Inc.

56
15

BEI

75

Ben Hughes

22

Cablebus Systems Corp.

100

Cable Services Co.

27,85

CCS Cable

18

Century III Electronics

23

Communications Distribution

62

Comm/Scope Co.

34

Communications
Supply

Train Your Technical Staff
Without Loss of Job Time

13

AM Cable TV Industries

27,45,52-53

Compucon

96

CWY Electronics

71

Dynate1/3M Corp.

78

Eagle Comtronics

103

Electroline TV Equipment
General Cable

73
97

Gould Battery

39

Greater Distributing, Inc.

25,38

GTE/Sylvania

66

Hughes Communications

44

ntercept Corporation

92

Jackson Enterprises

10,25

Jerrold Electronics

9

Klungness Electronic Supply .... 76
Lester Equipment Mfg. Co.

55,57,95

Magnavox CATV Systems,
Inc.

46-47

Microdyne Corp.

63

Microwave Filter Co.

69

Oak Industries

2

Pace Electronics

71

Panasonic

CABLE EQUIPMENT REPAIR
SPECIALISTS

MIDWEST CATV

(Coll toll-froo)
1-800-343-4614
Leo LeBlanc
(617) 893-3900
Colvin. Inc. Auto Center
185 Prospect Stroet
Waltham, Mass. 02154

82

Pioneer Communications

54

Prodelin

72

RCA Cablevision Systems

58

REEL-O-MATIC

77

Reliable Electric Utility Products

51

RMS Electronics,
Inc.

4,25,81,101,104

S.A.L. Communications

USED
AERIAL BUCKET TRUCKS
Most units completely rebuilt. Specializing in CATV use.
Telsta S1.134s and T4Os
Plus other makes and models.
(In the Boston area

32-33

Phasecom

ENGINEERING
Most labor charges -$20
Line Equipment:
Power Supplies •Amps •
Line Extenders •etc.

210 So. Byrkit St.
Mishawaka, IN 46544
—219/259-8611—

40-41

Sadelco

94

Sawyer Industries

24

Scientific Atlanta

42

Sitco Antennas

48

Sony

6-7

Standard Communications

19

Synchronous Communications

27

Tele -Wire Supply Corp.

50

Texscan Corp.

16

Texscan/Theta Corn

17

Times Wire & Cable
TRW RF Semiconductors

98-99
74

Wavetek

68

Winegard CATV Div.

64
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PED 6000 PED 8000 PED10000
METAL CABLE CLOSURES

• Fabricated in our Clifton, New Jersey plant from heavy gauge
hot-dipped galvanized steel
• Our Ramsburg electrostatic painting system gives a superior
porcelain-like finish
II Attractive low silhouette design
• Choose from 3 sizes for easy mounting of passive and active
equipment
• Standard colors are Denver green and earth brown.
The Intercept metal cable closures are used for mounting trunk, distribution and related equipment for underground construction. The units
feature a low silhouette design with lockable padlock hasp. The
closures are fabricated from heavy gauge hot-dipped galvanized steel

Dimensions
PED 6000
PED 8000
PED 10000

53
4 "wide, 5
/
3
/
4"deep, 20" high
81/
2"wide, 8
1
/
2"deep, 26" high
10 1
/"wide, 10 1/
2
2"deep, 38" high

Accessories
24" heavy gauge anchor post
42" heavy gauge anchor post
Mounting bracket for Jerrold FFT Multi-Tap (PED 6000)
Cylinder lock assembly with dust cover

to protect against rust.
The durable porcelain-like finish is obtained on our own in-house fully
automatic electrostatic paint line featuring a three stage cleaning and
phosphatizing process in a 60' baking and curing oven.
PED 6000 and PED 8000 have removable top and front covers.
Both units have adrop wire knockout in the front lower cover for ease
of installation.
The PED 10000's front and back covers are removable to allow a full
360 degree access for easy mounting of larger active equipment. Both
covers have large screened louvers to eliminate insect nests while
reducing heat build-up.
See us at the Western Show at Booths #1306, #1308.

inrEacePT
We are serious about our passives...that's why we treat them like our actives.

Intercept Corporation, 215 Enfin Road, Clifton, N.J. 07014 Te1.201-471-2212

Video Equipment
Video Data Systems Announces
Video Newspaper
Video Data Systems' has announced the VNS-2500 video newspaper'
system. According to Barry Kenyon,
marketing director, the system enables a
newspaper to develop a complete "sight
and sound" presentation.

table audio dubbing, and dual audio level
meters with a selectable audio limiter
circuit. A tracking meter function, which
uses the Channel 2 audio level meter,
enables a user to make precise tracking
alignments for playback and editing.
Both units interface with JVC's "TapeHandler" 3
/-inch RM-88U Automatic
4
Editing Control unit, which allows 1
/-inch
2
to 'A -inch editing. Both feature Dolby
noise reduction.

Construction
Durnell Unveils Trailer-Mounted Lift
A trailer-mounted one-man aerial
personnel lift has been developed by
Dumell Engineering, Inc. The telescoping
TML-33 Dur-A-Litt® has maximum working height of 33 feet, with 18-foot, three-

For information, contact US JVC
Corporation, 41 Slater Drive, Elmwood,
New Jersey 07407.

Cable Equipment
3M TeleComm Develops
Clear Plastic Closures

The VNS-2500 video newspaper' from
Video Data Systems.".
The newspaper channel is automated
and can include live and taped newscasts, videotaped commeicials, background music and audio spots, visuals
stored on a "slide store" disk, glossy
photos, static messages and animated
graphics, said Kenyon.
For information, contact Video Data
Systems' at 5630 Waterbury Way, Suite
B102, Salt Lake City, Utah 84121; (801)
272-9296.

Three new clear plastic closures for
CATV field cable splice protection are
available from 3M TeleComm Products
Division. The CX-8990 closures vary in
length from 153 mm (7 3/16 in.) to 397
mm (15 5/8 in.) and handle cable diameters from 16 mm (1/4 in.) to 38 mm (1
1/2 in.). Finished splices can be strung
overhead or buried.

Di,fnell

US JVC Corporation Announces
VHS Player Recorder
US JVC Corporation has introduced
VHS player and recorder units as an
extension of its video "TapeHandler" line.
The BP-5300U player and BR-6400U
recorder are standard 1
/-inch VHS video2
cassette units, built on an aluminum
diecast chassis designed for heavy-duty
use. Functions include motorized automatic front cassette-loading, which
leaves the top of each unit clear for
stacking or other uses.
Both units have high-speed search
capability at fixed ten-times normal speed
in both forward and reverse, with picture
and sound. Variable speed playback from
still-frame to five-times normal in forward
and reverse is also featured.
The BR-6400U recorder also features
automatic editing control. Use of the
pause button during recording automatically back-spaces the tape and sets it up
for the next recorded segment. The
recorder includes two-channel selec-

Engineering's TML-33 Dur -A-

Lift

3M's CX-8990 closures come with a
moisture-proof hard encapsulant.
The closures come with 3M 4407
moisture-proof hard encapsulant for
physical protection. The material is
packaged in two-part unipak bags for
mixing and pouring without the need for
tools or a container.
The CX-8990 closures provide a
splice life that is equal to or better than the
cable itself, according to 3M.
For information, contact 3M, TelComm
Products Division, Department TL81-33,
P.O. Box 33600, St. Paul, Minnesota
55133; (612) 733-1186.

inch reach over side at 20-foot working
height. Boom travel is -2 to +83°.
Lift, trailer and outriggers have been
designed and welded into a single,
integral unit. Power source is electro hydraulic, with battery pack wired to an
on-board battery charger. Motors actuating lift and 360° rotation (non continuous) are controlled by the operator in the
bucket. Two-speed operation of both
elevation and rotation is standard. A
second set of controls, with safety
override, is mounted in the enclosed
trailer compartment.
A molded fiberglass bucket with
removable tray is standard, with steel
work platform aç/ailable as an option. The
bucket levels by gravity and is fitted with a
positive pin type locking mechanism. To
dampen excessive movement, a heavyduty snubber is attached to both bucket
and boom. The 110 volt outlet in bucket
requires an outside power source. Bucket
capacity is 300 pounds at all configurations.
For information, contact Durnell Engineering, Inc., Highway 4 South, Emmetsburg, Iowa 50536; (712) 852-2611.
December 1981/93

General Cable Unveils
Telsta A-28C Lift
General Cable's Apparatus Division
has brought out its 1982 model Telsta A28C maintenance vehicle. The unit has a
working height of 33 feet and aside reach
of 20 feet. The truck also features asmall
mounting pedestal to maximize storage
space, according to the company. The A28C is available with three power sources:
DC motor-driven; chassis engine-powered;
or auxiliary engine/generator driven.
For information, contact General
Cable, Apparatus Division, P.O. Box 666,
5600 West 88 Avenue, Westminster,
Colorado 80030; (303) 427-3700.

tensile-strength digging chain and alarge
diameter end idler for smoother digging
and increased chain/cutter life.
A four-way, 60-inch (152 cm) backfill
blade—with replaceable grader edge—
lifts, tilts and angles 30° left and right. A
hydraulically-controlled boring attachment may be attached to the blade for
work under streets, sidewalks and driveways, etc.

Vermeer Expands
Utility Trencher Line
A 30 hp rigid-frame utility trencher has
recently been developed by Vermeer
Manufacturing Company. The Vermeer
V-430 is equipped with four-wheel drive,
power-steering and three-speed mechanical drive. The 2,861 lb. (1,296 kg.) unit is
powered by a 108 cu. in. air cooled
Wisconsin gas engine or a1.196 liter VM
Diesel power plant with a consumption
rate of only 1.56 gph.
As a trencher, the V-430 digs five- to
16-inch (13-41 cm) wide, down to 60
inches (152 cm) deep. It features heavyduty crumber, 43,000 lb. (19,479 kg)

The V-430 trencher from Vermeer Manufacturing Company.
Also standard on the Vermeer V-430
are a limited slip differential in the rear
axle, afrost boom for better digging chain
stability, modular attachment mounting
and integral welded-on R.O.P.S.
For information, contact Vermeer
Manufacturing Company, Pella, Iowa
50219.

Amplifiers
Century Ill Unveils
Three Amplifiers
Century Ill has introduced three new
amplifiers, the model 4130B feed-forward
line amplifier, the model 21006/400 trunk
amplifier, and the model 213013/400 line
amplifier.
The model 4130B is effective in
producing an overall system that is
relatively free of noise and distortion,
according to the company. The ability to
cancel distortion products of the amplifier
allows implementation of long coaxial
cable systems which maintain quality
signals at the extremities.
The amplifier is designed to provide
5.0 to 30 MHz reverse transmission with
the addition of a reverse module. A
switchable power director provides in,
through and out powering modes. Plug-in
equalizers are available in 8.0, 12, and 16
dB values of fixed slope compensation,
while avariable slope control provides 6.0
dB of continuous range.
The model 210013/400 is designed for
use in both one-way and two-way CATV
systems and provides a wide range of
capabilities to meet the demands of any
CATV trunk distribution system which
requires forward signal transmission in
bandwidths to above 400 MHz, according

450 MHz

52 Channels
PLUS.
the FS 3D-VS Professional SLM
has Built-in Quality Features. .

cniiiri
Sadelco Anniversary

• + 1.0 dB Accuracy
• Electronic Auto. Shut-off
• New High-Impact case
with Accessory storage
• AC/Battery Operation:
3types of Battery Options;
Nicads, Alkaline or
Carbon Zinc
Available at major CATV Distributors
Call or write for free color brochure

1M)
II
1960-1980
75 West Forest Avenue,Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201.569-3323
ÉL
General representative for Europe: Catec AG Luzern/Switzerland, Habsburgerstr 22. Tel. 041-23-90-56 Telex:
TELFI 78168.

to a spokesman of the company.
The model 210013 /400 trunk amplifier
features the same corrosion resistant
finned housing that has proven successful in minimizing internal temperature in
other Century Ill products. A modular
construction permits six distinct amplifier
station model configurations within the
common eight-port housing. A common
motherboard accommodates MGC trunk.

The model 2100/8400 trunk amplifier
from Century
AGC/ASC trunk, MGC trunk bridger,
AGC/ASC trunk/ bridger, intermediate
bridger and terminal bridger functions by
use of appropriate modules. Hybrid
integrated circuits provide push-pull
signal amplification for both the trunk and
bridger functions. Signal levels are
maintained by automatic gain and slope
control (AGC/ASC) circuits which respond to either dual modulated, unmodulated, or video carriers. Three gain options
are available in both trunk and bridger
modules, providing added flexibility in
system design.
Conversion of the model 2100f3/400
trunk amplifier to a two-way sub-split or
mid-split trunk amplifier station is possible
with the installation of appropriate modules.
The model 213013/400, designed for
use in CATV feeder applications in
systems operating at bandwidths to
above 400 MHz, features hybrid integrated circuit design, including amulti-stage
circuit for RF amplification. The unit
provides full gain of 28 dB and improved
distortion performance. Optional reverse
modules provide active and passive
reverse functions.
Additional features include a built-in
diplex filter, plug-in gas tubes for protection of RF circuits and plug-in equalizers
available in 8.0, 12, 16 dB values of fixed
slope compensation. A variable slope
control provides 7.0 dB of continuous
range, and a switchable power director
provides in, through, and out powering
modes. A switchable transformer tap
selector provides four input voltage
ranges to the regulated power supply
which supplies stable DC power for the
RF circuits.
For information, contact Century Ill
Electronics International, Inc., 3880 E.
Eagle Drive, Anaheim, California 92807;
(714) 630-3714.

Miscellaneous
ComSonics Markets
Modular Relay System
ComSonics is offering a "modular
system" of coaxial switching relays.
Selective purchasing of this format
enables an operator to build and expand a
system's switching capability to keep
pace with growing demand, according to
the company.
The modular system includes three
principal models.
The Standard Coaxial Relay is triggered by command switching voltage and
permits selective interconnecting for
maximum channel allocation, such as the
sharing of one channel among multiple
programming sources.
The Video Sensing Relay (VSCR) is a
standard relay with a video sync sensor
added. The unit automatically manipulates switching of baseband video signals
which can originate from a variety of
sources. The VSCR provides a system
with automatic back-up video signal
insertion and/or channel pre-empting.

This is WHEN...
PowerVision
Performs.

WHEN PowerVision® performs...
that's what makes CATV operators

ComSonic's line of modular coaxial
switching relays.
The RF Sensing Relay is a standard
relay with an RF/IF sensor added. The
unit, like the others, extends to afrequency of 450 MHz. Sensing video-modulated
signals, it can provide automatic RF/IF
and video switching capability. Sensing of
signal change due to carrier or modulation signal completion or failure, it
switches between primary and secondary
input ports. The signals may originate
from any of several sources.
In addition, ComSonics offers aCarrier
Modulation Sensor—a unit which will
indicate presence or failure of TV modulated carrier or TV modulation signal (on
the carrier); a Video Sync Sensor—the
unit will sense video presence or failure;
and a Power Supply—a rack mounted
type (12 or 24 Vdc) which will power and
allow for the mounting of several relays.
Each relay uses RF coaxial reed
assemblies.
For information, contact ComSonics,
P.O. Box 1106, Harrisonburg, Virginia
22801; (703) 434-5965.

believe in its reliability. Temperature,
weather extremes and altitudes from
sea level to 10,000 feet pose no problems for the PowerVision NB113C with
its coated surfaces providing resistance to salt spray, battery acid, frost,
chipping, peeling and sunlight.
The PowerVision NB113C features
automatic operation, modular service
concept, fast transfer, short circuit protection and positive isolation from the
utility line during standby operation.
Many other advantages designed into
the NB113C include ferroresonant
power regulation, standby power
modules. static transfer switch, bypass
switch and status indicators, long life
battery charger, circuit protection and
a long list of options including status
monitoring, elapsed time meters, lightning arrestors, transorb amplifier protection and exercisor automatic
cycling. For additional ordering
information contact.
SION ®
POW el
1044 Pioneer Way, El Cajon, CA 92020
(714) 588-1272

2840 Coronado. Anaheim, CA 92806
(714) 630-2260

Basic Systems Develops
Earth Station Controller
Basic Systems has developed a
control system for positioning television
satellite receiver dishes. The system
consists of a telescoping actuator, an
enclosed gear motor, a limit switch
assembly and a control panel that contains all of the indicators and controls for
positioning receiver dishes up to 12-feet
in diameter.
Designed for use on polar type antenna mounts, the actuator, gear motor and
limit switch are located at the antenna
site, and the control panel is wired into
where the television set is located. The

000000000
000000000
PLAYER OWE

control box has athree-digit LED display
which shows relative antenna position,
plus a red and a green indicator light to
show when the actuator is at its upper and
lower limits.
A memory reset push-button and
yellow indicator light is also supplied to
reset the display in the event of apower
failure.
Antenna position is controlled by a
center-off type rocker switch on the front
panel. With the actuator installed on an
18-inch radius arm, the antenna can scan
approximately 90 degrees and will reach
all of the existing and planned satellites.
For information, contact Basic Sys-
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We play the game
with finesse.
In the radio communications game,
you need the right moves to keep the
ball in play. At Compucon, we've been
coaching people through the design of
systems since 1968. Our team of specialists knows the angles in point-topoint microwave, satellite, land mobile/
cellular and specialized video and digital communications systems such as
low power iv, AMOS, ITFS, OFS and
DEMS. We're experts in spectrum congestion and FCC regulations. Our job is
to flip you in the right direction without
tilting.
Our unique data bases are corn-

prehensive and current, and our custom
programs and in-house computers are
available to put this data to work for you.
Employed by experts, this kind of support can help you score big.
In addition to our site and spectrum
planning support, Compucon provides
frequency monitoring, market research,
and time-sharing. We keep the ball rolling through the planning game and
continue monitoring after you're on the
air. That's full service.
COMPUCON. Practice makes perfect. We practice every day.

comPucon
ere
RO. Box 401229
Dallas, Texas 75240

CONTACT OUR SALES DEPARTMENT

(214) 233-4380

See us at the Western Show at Booth #1121.
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Come by:

13749 Neutron Road
Dallas, Texas 75234

tems, 12929 East 21 Street, Tulsa,
Oklahoma 74108; (918) 437-7066.
Electroline Markets Multldrop
Addressable System
Electroline Television Equipment,
Inc., has developed an addressable
system designed to control subscriber
access and/or subscriber premium
service in "home-run" wired multidrop
buildings. Called Electroline's Addressable System (EAS), it uses continuous
scanning to control subscriber service or
service level from acentral location.
The EAS is modular, allowing the cable
operator to build the system to his specific
needs, according to the company. The
system provides for easy audit of subscriber status and can be utilized for
apartments, hotels, hospitals and other
applications where management of CATV
service is required.
The EAS consists of three elements:
the EAS-1024 microprocessor control
unit; the EAS-64 demodulator/decoder
unit; and the EAS-16 wideband multitap
switch assembly. The control signals are
transmitted in a selected band via the
cable network to the EAS-64M demodulator/decoder unit and the EAS-16 switch
assembly for control of subscriber services. In applications where the control
unit is in close proximity to the switch
assembly, interconnection between the
model EAS-1024 control unit and the
EAS-64/EAS-16 switch assembly is
made through external cable using RS422 standard.
The system can be installed in two
configurations depending upon the desired location of the control unit.
For information, contact Electroline,
8750 8th Avenue, St-Michel, Montreal,
Quebec, Canada. H1Z 2W4; (514) 7252471.
Lenco Adds PCE-462
To Color Encoder Family
Lenco, Inc., has added the model
PCE-462 to its family of color encoders.
The unit produces an NTSC/EIA color
signal from either athree- or four-channel
video source. The fourth or luminance
channel is optional.
The encoder requires red, blue, green,
sync, subcarrier, and blanking signal
inputs. A full or split field color bar
generator is incorporated into the PCE462 to simplify set up and maintain levels
without constant readjustment, according
to the company.
All inputs are 75 ohm impedance with
loop through bridging greater than 20K
ohms. The PCE-462 can be operated on a
110/220, 50 or 60 Hz line. The use of input
video clamping eliminates low frequency
noise and color errors, according to
Lenco.
The encoder's front-panel control
includes: color bars ON/OFF, burst
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Coaxial Cables
Lowest Loss -Lowest Cost- Any System Design

General
cable9 cATV
Company

aGK Technologies Company

DIVISION

See us at the Western Show at Booth #535.
For Details Write or Call: Customer Service Center, 1Woodbridge Center, P.O.Box 700, Woodbridge, N.J. 07095 •(800) 526-4241 in N.J. (201) 636-5500

and the model 6410.
The model 6400 Broadband Data
Modem translates high-speed voice and
data for transmission over local cable
systems. One feature of the 6400 modem
is its frequency agility. The customer
need not specify frequency upon ordering
the unit, but can manually adjust both

Out
of the box
The model PCE-462 color encoder from
Lenco, Inc.
ON/OFF, burst phase, burst amplitude,
black I& Q balance, white I& Q balance,
sync level, set-up level, composit level,
aperture correction, chroma level,
chroma phase and video level.
For information, contact Lenco, Inc.,
300 North Maryland Street, Jackson,
Missouri 63755; (314) 243-3147.

Only Ca. - • can put you in the cable
alarm business in aday ....and for wider
$10,000.
At CableBus we've worked hard to design the best cable alarm system available today. One that will work on your
existing cable under all usual fringe-noise
conditions. Will stand up to the rigors of
24 hour daily usage with only occasional
minimum maintenance requirements.
And will respond in plain English language with printed and electronic
displays.
In short, asystem that will make it easy
for you to take quick advantage of the
profitable cable security business.
Call or write for names of CableBus
system users. They'll tell you that best is
better than biggest.

in operation
e00
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SYSTEMS CORPORATION
7869 S.W. Nimbus Ave.
Beaverton, Oregon 97005
Telephone (503) 643-3329
See us at the Western Show
at Booth #745.

Catel Releases Sheet
On Stereo Synthesizer
Catel has now made available a new
data sheet on its Catel 245M stereo
synthesizer. The product creates lifelike
psuedo-stereo from mono signals without
causing a change in spectral balance or
the slightest audible noise or distortion to
the mono signal.
The unit can be adjusted with two
dimension controls, one for the lower midrange and the other for the upper midrange. The 245M is compatible with the
Catel SM-2200 stereo generator.
For copies of the data sheet, contact
Claudia Davis, Catel, P.O. Box 1389,
Mountain View, California 94042.
Belden Introduces
12-Conductor Camera Cable
A 12-conductor TV camera cable for
electronic field production and electronic
news gathering applications has been
introduced by Belden Corporation's
Electronic Division.
The Belden 91 70 consists of colorcoded vinyl-insulated 24-ga. conductors
comprising five twisted pairs, each with its
own Beldfoili .
' aluminum foil-film F.hield
and 24-ga. drain wire; and two colorcoded miniature 75-ohm coaxial cables
(similar to Belden 8218) with cellular
polyethylene dielectric, 93 percent braid
shield, vinyl jacket. and an attenuation of
12.5 dB/100 ft. at 400 MHz.
The assembly is cabled together
inside a chrome vinyl jacket with an
overall outer diameter of 0.490 inches.
Standard putups are 250, 500, and 1000
feet.
For information, contact Belden Corporation, 2000 South Batavia Avenue,
Geneva, Illinois 60134.
Scientific-Atlanta Develops
Broadband Data Modems
Scientific-Atlanta, Inc., has introduced two modems designed to enable
cable television systems to offer data
transmission services, the model 6400

transmit and receive frequencies at the
business sight.
The model 6410 Broadband Data
Modem is a low-to-moderate speed
modem offering superior flexibility, according to the company. The modem can
be manually adjusted to any data format
or mode of operation the customer might
require at any speed between 110 bits per
second and 19.2 kilobits per second.
The 6410 low-speed modem, coupled
with Scientific-Atlanta's model 6402 highspeed modem, broadens the company's
line of business communications products
that translate data for transmission over
coaxial cable. Broadband cable offers
business the advantages of low cost and
greater capacity for communications
within acity. It also provides for transmission across town to the common carrier
uplink for communication by satellite
between cities.
The broadband data modems enable
cable operators to lease spectrum currently not being used on the entertainment network for point-to-point data

The model 6780 36-channel set-top
converter from Scientific-Atlanta.
communications. CATV systems with
institutional "B" cable can now fully
utilize this secondary system as abusiness
communications network.
Scientific-Atlanta has also expanded
its cable TV set-top product line with the
model 6780 36-channel set-top converter.
The converter is designed for CATV
systems with input frequencies ranging
from 54 to 300 MHz where the traps
secure premium channels. The new
converter takes an input signal ranging
from 0 dBmV to +20 dBmV, with a
minimum gain of 2.0 dB and maximum
gains of 8.0 dB. Noise figures average
less than 12.5 dB, with a maximum of 14
dB.
For information, contact ScientificAtlanta, Inc., One Technology Parkway,
Box 105600, Atlanta, Georgia 30348;
(404) 441-4000.
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MODEL PS-60 AC REGULATED POWER SUPPLY

In Orbit
Signal

Day

Start/Stop

Alert Satellite/
Tones Transponders Signal

900 p.m./12 00 a.m.

ARTS
ACSN

AETN

Weekdays
Weekends .

600 a.m./4 .00 p.m.
6.00 a.m./1 00 p.m.

Mon.-Sat.'
Sunday:

4:00 p.m./7 00 p.m.

F1.#1
192*/#

400 p.m./6.00 p.m.

11 .00 p.m./2 00 a.m.

Bravo

800 p.m./6 .00 a.m.

CableText

24 hrs

None

CBN

24 hrs.

None

F1,a9

Comstar D-2, 143H

52e/a

430 pm /4 30 am

CBS Cable

018*/#

F1.56
Vertical Blanking
F1.#8
Westar III, #6

Cinemax

24 hrs

None

FI .#20 (E.C)
F1,#23 (MP)

CNN

24 hrs

None

F1.#14

Weekdays
Sundays

C-SPAN

10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. 195*/#
F1.#9
Precedes USA Network, three to lour hours
None

24 hrs

ESPN

800 pm /600 am

Escapade

Start/Stop

Alert Satellite/
Tones Transponders
None

F1.#3

24 hrs.

None

F1.#5

noon/5'00 p.m.
ROO am /100 p.m.

243*/a

F1.#22

MTV: Music
Television

24 hrs.

None

F1.#11

National Christian

600 a.m./800 p.m.

073*/#

Lifestyle

24 hrs

The Movie
Channel

F1.#16
F1.#16

BET

Day

Modern
Satellite
Network

Weekdays
Weekends .

Comstar D-2.(14V

Network
National
Sunday
Jewish Network

noon/4 .00 p.m.

F1,#16

8.00 a.m./9 .00 p.m.

Nickelodeon

311'/# (E.C,M)
519' / (P)

Fiai

North American Newstime

24 hrs.

None

F1.#6

PTL

24 hrs.

None

Ft.#2

Preview Channel

Weekdays 10 00 a.m.-1 30 p.m. 207

Ft. #21

fa

FI #7

Comstar D-2.#4V

Westar III.#7

Private
Screenings

Fri -Sal

12 .00 a.m./a00 a.m.

Reuters

Weekdays

400 a.m./7 00 p.m.

None

Fi .1118

SIN

24 hrs

None

Westar ill. 118

SPN

24 hrs

None

Westar III. #9

Showtime

24 hrs

None

Fl .#12 (E.C)
Fl ,a10 (MP)

Eternal Word Television Network 700 p m./11 00 p.m.. Westar III.#12
GalaVision

HBO

.
1
Dec 2
Dec 3

530 pm.
5.30 pm
5.30 pm

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

500 p.m.

4
5
6
7
8

.530 pm.
530 pm.

Dec 9
Dec 10
Dec 11

530 pm.
500 pm.
5.00 p.m.

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

500
500
500
530
530

pm.
p.m.
pm.
p.m.
p.m.

500
6.00
500
300
1.30

p.m.
pm
p.m
p.m.
p.m.

600
6-00
630
600

p.m
p.m
pm
p.m

357 a.m
2.12am
3.04 a.m

Program
729/fl
Scramble

•
152 a.m.
327 am
203 a.m
3.07 a.m
2.45 a.m

204
3.07
3:03
3:14
2:39

a.m
a.m.
a.m.
a.m.
a.m

2.08
2.14
2-29
a20
404

am
am.
a.m.
a.m
a.m.

5-44
636
627
5.43
6.29

a.m
a.m
a.m
a.m
am

E eastern

M- mountain

C-central

P=pacilic

Fi #24 (E,C)
F1,#22 (MP)

835"/a
Duplication
940' /a

On December 27. HBO goes 24
hours, eastern and central time
zones. On December 31. HBO goes
24 hours in mountain and pacific
time zones.

Trinity (KTBN)

24 hrs

USA Network

24 hrs.

None

Comstar D-2. #9V

None

F1JI9

Calliope. Weekdays -600 p.m to 7.00 p.m. Saturdays .8-30 a.m. to 11 .30 am.
The English Channel.-Tuesdays .9.00 p.m. to 11 .00 p.m.. except Dec. 1.11 30 p.m. to
130 a.m.. Dec. 15 I1.00 p.m. toi'00 a.m.. Dec. 22 12 .30 a.m. to 210 a.m. Saturdays'
12 30 p.m. to 330 a.m.. except Dec. 12. when the show will not be shown. Sundays'
10 30 p.m. to 12 .30 a.m.. except Dec. 27. 11.30 p.m. to 1.30 a.m.. and Dec.20 when it
will not be shown.

WFMT

24 hrs.

None

F1,a3

Subcarrier

WGN

24 hrs

None

FI.#3

WOR

24 hrs

None

F1.#17

V/TBS

24 hrs

None

F1,a6

(not?)
(MP)
(MP)

(top)

800 pm /2 00 pm

HTN

F1,#18

800 p.m./3 00 a.m.
3.00 p.m./3 30 a.m.
130 p.m./3 00 a.m.

Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays

517*/#

F1.#21 (P)

Alert tones listed are for sign-on. sign-oft.

All program times are listed for the eastern time zone, unless otherwise noted

r

exergiimp
eiee. ADD MON
D PAY
CIFIANNELS TO YOUR SYSTE
WITHOUT LOSING YOUR
NVESTMENT IN CONVERTERS.

Now, That's The Ticket!

If you're like most cable systems, you've spent almost
S225,000 on converters. Don't throw away that investmenti With Eagle's Descrambler, you can add 15 tiers of service and unlimited channels to your system using your
present converter
Write Your Own Ticket!
Whether you're adding one pay channel, 15
pay channels, or 15 tiers of service with 120
channels, Eagle's Descrambler can handle it
all. Select only what you need. In the future, channels can be added to the
headend scrambler with our simple
plug-in module. The headend unit
integrates with all manufacturer's
modulators and processors and is
compatible with all Standard/HRC/
¡CC configurations.
The Best Show In Town
Eagle's Descrambler is compatible
with all single channel output converters and is factory tuned for
channel 2, 3, or 4. The descrambler

iaw

has no information on the audio making it ideal for
AML transmission.
Private Audiences Only
There are no subscriber controls with Eagle's Descrambler
and our unique sync suppression scrambling insures maximum security In addition, we've developed a tamperproof identification matrix to eliminate concerns
about theft of service.
Future Attraction
Addressability? It's coming. Eag'e's
Descrambler will be ready for
addressability when you are
and the descrambler will
/
be perfectly compatible with
P ie
our addressable unit. Across
the board, we're working to
protect your investments.
Add pay channels ...maximize
your converter investment ... prepare for addressability ... Eagle's 15
Tier Descrambler. Now, That's The Tidœtl

...
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-Na-ZEAGLEV"
COMTRONICS INC.

OFFICE ADDRESS: 4562 Waterhouse Road, Clay N.Y. 13041 (315) 622-3402
MAIL ADDRESS: PO. Box 2457, Syracuse, N.Y. 13220
IN CANADA: Deskin Sales •Montreal •Toronto •Vancouver (416) 495-1412
77D Steelcase Road West, Markham, Ontario L3R2M4
CALL TOLL FREE TO ORDER

800-448-7474

olewalke
The Electronic Measuring Wheel!
\. Accurate Within 3%
11

• .y
41.
11m

LCD

•
Read-Out "Unit

Quick Disconnect Cable

e

lose ,/4" Dia. Tubular Aluminum Frame

11\

Fold-Up Stand

Kick Stand

11/41k-~...fflifflom.""1.

*PAT. PENDING
oios Magnetic Contact Counter

USED EITHER WALKING
OR PULLED BEHIND
VEHICLE!!

F\

"Non-Bounce" Solid Rubber Tire

`11

NEVER REQUIRES
RE-CALIBRATION!
BUMPER BRACKET WITH
REMOTE CABLE FOR
VEHICLE MOUNTING AND
INSIDE VEHICLE LCD
"READ-OUT" (OPTIONAL)
MODEL PW-21
See us at the Western Show at Booths #1416 and #1418.

H

11 1
4 "inches H
/
Diameter
3if Circumference

MO D
- r ›eVV -

Subslolory of RMS Electronics, Inc.
20 AN -1N RACE, BRONX. N.Y.. 10462
TEL- (212) 829-1070 CALL COLLECT (N.Y. STATE ONLY) •TOLL FREE (800) 223-8312 (CONTINENTAL USA. PUERTO RICO. US VIRGIN ISLA
,

